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ABSTRACT 
Author: Junya Iizuka 
Title: Neural Network Burst Pressure Prediction in Composite Overwrapped Pressure 
Vessels using Mathematically Modeled Acoustic Emission Data 
Institution: Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University Daytona Beach Campus 
Degree: Master of Science in Aerospace Engineering 
Year: 2010 
The purpose of this research was to predict burst pressures in composite overwrapped pressure 
vessels (COPV) using mathematically modeled acoustic emission (AE) data. The AE data were 
collected during hydrostatic burst (hydroburst) testing often 15-inch (380 mm) diameter COP Vs. 
The data gathered during these tests were filtered in order to remove long duration hits, multiple 
hit data, and obvious outliers. Based on the duration, energy, and amplitude of the AE hits, the 
filtered data were classified into the various failure mechanisms of composites using a MATLAB 
based self-organizing map (SOM) neural network. Previous research has demonstrated that the 
parameters from mathematically modeled AE failure mechanism data can be used to predict 
burst pressures from low proof load data. Thus, amplitude histograms from classified matrix 
cracking data were mathematically modeled herein using bounded Johnson distributions. 
A backpropagation neural network (BPNN) was then generated using MATLAB. This BPNN 
was able to predict the burst pressures of the COPVs using (1) filtered AE data, (2) filtered and 
classified (matrix cracking only) AE data, and (3) mathematically modeled, filtered and 
classified (matrix cracking only) AE data. Using five bottles for network training and four for 
testing, the worst case BPNN errors obtained for these three data sets were -9.039 percent, -6.874 
percent, and 1.997 percent, respectively. Multiple linear regression (MLR) analysis 
subsequently required all nine bottles to obtain a -1.666 percent worst case error. From these 
results, it was concluded that mathematically modeled AE data can be analyzed with either a 
BPNN or MLR to provide extremely accurate burst pressure predictions for COPVs. However, 
where a BPNN is capable of processing both noisy and sparse data sets with high accuracy, MLR 
requires both noise free data and significantly more of it to obtain comparable results. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Acoustic Emission 
1.1.1 Overview 
Acoustic emission (AE) is the elastic waves generated by the rapid release of energy from 
localized sources of stress within an object under loading. These waves will propagate through 
the object and can be detected at the surface of the object by using piezoelectric transducers. 
These transducers convert wave motion into a voltage versus time signal that can be recorded by 
a data acquisition system. A simple representation of such a setup can be seen in Figure 1. 
Figure 1. AE System [1] 
The analysis of the AE data can be used to determine the location of flaws, classify failure 
mechanisms present, and assess the structural integrity of the object under test. 
1.1.2 AE Nondestructive Testing 
Acoustic emission nondestructive testing (NDT) is a widely used practice in industry. AE NDT 
has been employed in various applications such as weld monitoring, bucket truck (cherry picker) 
integrity evaluation, crack detection in gas trailer tubes, fatigue crack monitoring and corrosion 
detection in bridges, and detection of damage growth in aerospace structures [1]. The major 
advantage of AE NDT is global monitoring. Moreover, since AE NDT is a passive technique, it 
can obtain data from objects while they are in service. Sensitivity and accessibility are two 
1 
additional advantages of AE NDT. The major drawbacks of AE NDT are the flip side of its 
advantages. Because of its high sensitivity, noise and electromagnetic interference (EMI) are 
also collected while detecting flaw growth activity. These noise sources have to be removed 
from the data prior to any analysis; furthermore, some form of loading must be present to 
activate flaw growth AE. 
1.1.3 AE Signal Parameters 
While collecting the data, AE signals having amplitudes greater than the threshold value are 
recognized as an AE hit and therefore quantified by the AE data acquisition system. These AE 
hits are quantified using six parameters: rise time, counts, amplitude, duration, measured area 
under the rectified signal envelope (MARSE) or energy, and counts to peak. The representation 
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Figure 2. AE Signal Parameters [1] 
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Measured Area Under the 
Rectified Signal Envelope (MARSE) 
Counts to Peak 
Duration 
Description 
Strength of the maximum signal voltage measured in 
decibels (dB) 
Time it takes from initial threshold crossing to the peak 
amplitude measured in microseconds (|LIS) 
Number of times that the signal positively crosses the i 
threshold amplitude 
Also known as energy which is measured in energy counts | 
Number of counts until signal reaches the peak amplitude 
Time between first and last threshold crossings measured in 
microseconds (jus) 
1.2 Failure Mechanisms in Composite Structure 
Since fiber reinforced composite materials are created from at least two components, they have 
unique material properties. From these properties, failure mechanisms can be present in the 
system independently or in combination. There are four main failure mechanisms in composite 
materials: matrix cracking, crack coupling, fiber breaks, and delaminations, plus final failure, 
where all of the failure mechanisms tend to become critically active and therefore cascade 
together exponentially. A brief description of each failure mechanism is tabulated in Table 2 
with some associated AE parameter characteristics given in Table 3. 
3 








Breakage of fibers 
Matrix cracking perpendicular to the fiber 
direction 
Matrix cracking along the fiber direction 
Separation of composite layers 
Fiber bundle failures plus cascading 
delaminations and longitudinal splits 


























1.3 Previous Research 
Previous research has shown that AE data can be classified into the various failure mechanisms 
for composites. Each of the failure mechanisms were successfully classified using a Kohonen 
self-organizing map (SOM) [2, 3, 4]. Burst pressure predictions using a backpropagation neural 
network were performed in several applications [2, 3, 5, 6]. This was accomplished by inputting 
amplitude histograms of either unclassified or classified AE data through the Neuralworks 
Professional II Plus software by Neuralware. 
Kalloo [7] used hand-sorted AE failure mechanism data from filament wound graphite/epoxy 
pressure vessels and mathematically modeled the amplitude data humps using two different 
distributions, normal and Rayleigh. He then employed multiple linear regression analysis to 
4 
generate a highly accurate burst pressure prediction equation. Walker and Hill [6] subsequently 
hand-sorted and modeled the matrix cracking and crack coupling AE data from unidirectional 
graphite/epoxy tensile test specimens using a three-parameter Weibull distribution. They then 
employed the Weibull parameters in both backpropagation and MLR analyses to predict the 
ultimate strengths. 
Again using hand-sorted AE failure mechanism data, Kouvarokos and Hill [8] were able to 
mathematically model the failure mechanism data from a unidirectional fiberglass/epoxy tensile 
test specimen using three different distributions: normal, extreme value, and lognormal. 
Lendzioszek [3] subsequently employed a Kohonen SOM neural network to more accurately 
classify these same AE data. He then mathematically modeled the AE parameter data from the 
various failure mechanisms with Johnson distributions. Unbounded and lognormal Johnson 
distributions were selected for a few sets of data because of the presence of outliers, but most of 
the AE parameter data for the tensile test specimen were best fit by bounded Johnson 
distributions. 
Karl [9] performed backpropagation neural network burst pressure predictions in composite 
overwrapped pressure vessels (COPVs) using unclassified AE amplitude histograms after 
filtering the data to include only the most frequently occurring (resonant) AE average 
frequencies. Dion [5] then used bounded Johnson distributions to model the unclassified AE 
amplitude histogram data from the COPVs. However, because the mathematical models 
included the entire AE amplitude histogram, i.e., all the failure mechanism humps combined, the 
accuracy of the predictions was not good. Had he classified the various failure mechanisms first 
and then input the matrix cracking data only, as was done in the present research, Dion probably 
would have been successful in accurately predicting the COPV burst pressures. 
5 
1.4 Kohonen Self-Organizing Maps (SOM) 
A Kohonen self-organizing map (SOM) is a type of artificial neural network which is 
competitive, single layered, and uses unsupervised learning to create a discrete representation of 
a low-dimensional map from multi-dimensional input spaces. Through much iteration, the SOM 
neural network is able to sort a large amount of data and accurately divide them into data clusters 
with common characteristics. Figure 3 shows the architecture of a basic self-organizing map. 
Figure 3. Kohonen Self-Organizing Map 
A typical SOM has an architecture that consists of an input layer and either a one- or two-
dimensional Kohonen layer. Each neuron or processing element (PE) in the Kohonen layer 
represents a different classification; hence, in Figure 3 the 2-D Kohonen layer provides sixteen 
different classification possibilities. The PEs in the input layer is independent of each other, 
meaning that they are not connected to each other. However all processing elements in the input 
layer are connected to all neurons with their associated weights in the Kohonen classifying layer. 
A typical SOM learns by minimizing the Euclidean distance between the weights and input 
vectors. This neural network finds the neuron with the closest weight vectors to the input vectors 
taken from data space and assigns the map coordinates of this particular neuron with the desired 
vector. As the competitive learning proceeds, the network will attempt to cluster the input 
vectors on a mapping layer which ultimately classifies all the categories present in the data. 
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1.5 The Johnson Distribution 
1.5.1 Overview 
The Johnson distribution is based on a transformation of the standard normal variate and has 
three different forms: unbounded (Su), bounded (SB), and lognormal (SL). Due to the flexibility 
provided from selection of forms, the Johnson distribution is considered an extremely versatile 
choice for curve fitting. From these attributes, previous research has shown that various AE data 
can be modeled by using different types of Johnson distributions [3, 5]. Slifker and Shapiro 
addressed the basic procedure for selection and parameter estimation of the Johnson distribution 
in 1978 [10] and then Mage introduced explicit solution for parameter estimation by using four 
percentile points in 1979 [11]. 
1.5.2 Selection and Parameter Estimation by using Slifker and Shapiro's Method 
The type selection procedure starts with selecting the standard normal variate "z". This choice 
should be motivated by the number of data points. Slifker and Shapiro introduced a typical 
value of z = 0.524. The choice of z value is critical, since this will govern the rest of the 
parameter estimations and the shape of the distribution. The effect of using different z values 
can be seen in Figure 4. 
7 
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Figure 4. Amplitude Histogram with Johnson Distribution Fit 
Once the z value is chosen, then determine the percentage " i y corresponding to £ = 3z, z, -z, 
and -3z. A table of areas for the normal distribution is employed to obtain these percentages. 
For each £, determine the LLx^\ which is an Ith ordered observation in the data set. The value of 7th 
order is determined as [10] 
i = nP?+ - , (1) 
where n is the number of data points. Using x^ population values of m, n, and p are calculated 
from the expressions [10]: 
m = x3z- xz (2) 
8 
n = x_7 — x_ 
V -^Z X—2 
3z (3) 
(4) 
Finally, selection of the appropriate Johnson distribution to fit the data can be accomplished by 
using m, n, and p as follows: 
mn 
—— > 1.001 for any Sn distribution 
mn 
—y < 0.999 for any SB distribution 
mn 
0.999 > — > 1.001 for any SL distribution. p 
1.5.2.1 Parameter Estimation (Unbounded Case, Su) 
The values of the four parameters for the Su distribution are dependent upon the ratios m/p and 
n/p. Each parameter is calculated using the following equations [10]: 
2z 
7] = 
—'[§(?+?)] ; (n > o) (5) 
y = rj sinh - l 
A = 
(—11— i V 
\p p ) 
(6) 
Vp p J\p p / 
1/2 ; (A > 0) (7) 
Xz ~r X_ z 
£ = ~ 1" 
p(---) 
H
 \p p ) 
Vp p / 
(8) 
where the z, xz, and x.z values are those obtained previously in section 1.5.2.. Then, using the 
four estimated parameters, the standard normal variate "z" for the Su distribution is calculated 
from the expression [10]: 
9 
z = Y + V s inh - 1 ( — ) . (9) 
Furthermore, this function is transformed to following probability density function [12]: 
/ ( * ) = 
2n J(x-e)2 + A2 exp 4(-^W(^H1/2}) (10) 
For this research, x is the AE amplitude parameter value expressed in decibels [dB]. 
1.5.2.2 Parameter Estimation (Bounded Case, SB) 
The values of the four parameters for the SB distribution are dependent upon the ratios p/m and 
p/n (which is opposite from Su distribution). Each parameter is calculated using the following 
equations [10]: 
-h-[§Ki+£)(^)f ; 07 > o) (11) 
y = rj sinh - l (5-£){(i+£)(i+5H) 
1/2 
2 ( P P - l ) (12) 





• ; (A>0) (13) 
£ = 
xz + x_7 A V 
(V_V\ 
\n m) 
2 + 2(^-l) \mn ) 
(14) 
Similarly, standard normal variate "z" and probability density function are determined by using 
following expressions [10, 12]: 
/ x - s \ 
z = y + ?7ln(T- ) (15) 
10 
fto = ^r^exp{-^h^4r^)]T (16) Jfri (x-e)(X-x + 8) 
Here again, x is the AE amplitude value. 
1.5.2.3 Parameter Estimation (Lognormal Case, SL) 
The SL distribution is a specialized type of Johnson distribution. Here three parameters are 
needed to determine the standard normal variate and probability density function instead of four. 
This is due to following interrelationship that holds only for the SL distribution [10]: 
o-er-KpJ \ p , 











xz +x__z p p 
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Similarly, the standard normal variate "z" and probability density distributions are then 
determined from the expressions [10, 12]: 
z = y* + V m ( * - £) 
V 1 f^'mrD^i^ —I- n ln(x — g) 
(21) 
(22) 
Here again, x is the AE amplitude parameter. 
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1.5.2.4 Calculate the expected frequency of occurrence 
By using the calculated f(x) values from probability density function, the expected frequency of 
occurrence can be determined by using following equation [2]: 
p(x) = nwf(x). (23) 
where n is the number of AE hits in the data set, and w is the width of each bin in the amplitude 
histogram. 
1.5.3 Explicit solution for Johnson parameters by using Mage's Method 
Mage developed the method which does not require the use of symmetric equidistant normal 
deviates (3z, z, -z, and -3z for Slifker and Shapiro) or a solution to a quadratic equation but still 
leads to the four Johnson distribution parameters (r|, y, X9 and 8). 
The procedure starts with choosing four equidistance standard normal deviates "z". Values of zl, 
z2, z3, and z4 are chosen so that it satisfies the following relationship [11]: 
z4-z3=z3-z2 = z2-z1. (24) 
Then, determine the percentage "P^" corresponding to t, = z\9 z2, Z3, and z4. This can be done 
with the same approach as stated previously and Equation 1 will be used to find the 
corresponding xz], JCZ2, XZ3, and xZ4 values. The following variables are determined to solve the 
explicit equations [11]: 
a — x2 + x4 — 2x3 
u — X3 X2X4 
C — LX2X3X4 \X-2 ' x^)x3 
d = x±+ x3 - 2x2 
6 — X2 X^X3 








cd — af 
<p =





The shape parameters of the Johnson distribution are determined by using the following 
expressions: 
*-!*G-f (33) 
* (** p \ 1 / 2 £
=-2-{T-e) (34) 
(<t>2 V / 2 
V
 log[(x2 - £ ) (T - XO/CT - x2)(xx - £)] (36) 
y = zx - 77 log 
(^i ~ e) 
( T - Xi) (37) 
Then, the same procedure introduced in sections 1.5.2.3 and 1.5.2.5 can be used to determine the 
probability density function and calculate the expected frequency of occurrence. 
To maximize the efficiencies of distribution, Mage introduces the standard normal value of z = 
±0.613 and z = ±1.475 for the SL distribution. Also, choices of z = ±0 and z = ±1.645 are 
introduced for the Su distribution. However, no recommended z values for the SB distributions 
are introduced. 
1.6 Bin Size Selection 
1.6.1 Overview 
A histogram is a graphical representation of the distribution of the experimental data. The best 
configuration for the number of bins does not exist. Different bin sizes can show different 
aspects of the data. If large bin sizes are selected, it is possible to lose the precision of the data. 
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If small bin sizes are selected, it is possible to lose the features from the overall shape of the 
histogram. Since BPNN prediction is based on the amplitude histogram, three different bin 
widths are compared to each other. Two methods are introduced from a statistical point of view: 
the square root choice and the Scott's choice. A bin width of 1 is introduced from an 
engineering point of view, since the amplitude distribution data are plotted in 1 dB increments 
and the data points lie within a certain amplitude range. This bin size selection method was 
therefore termed the "amplitude range" method. 
1.6.2 Bin Size Calculation using Square Root Choice 
Bin size from square root choice is calculated as [12] 
(38) 
Here, k is the calculated bin size, and n is the number of data points. The amplitude histogram 
generated by this bin size is visualized in Figure 5. Calculated bin size will be greater than 1, 
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Figure 5. Amplitude Histogram using Bin Size from Square Root Choice 
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1.6.3 Bin Size Calculation using Scott's Choice 





Here, h is the calculated bin size, o is the sample standard deviation, and n is the number of data 
points. The amplitude histogram generated by this bin size is visualized in Figure 6. The 
calculated bin size is smaller than 1, and the data distribution loses precision. 
Filtered data / Amplitude Histogram using bin = Scott choice 
Figure 6. Amplitude Histogram using Bin Size from Scott's Choice 
1.6.4 Bin Size using Amplitude Range 
A bin width of 1 is defined for the amplitude range bin size method. The amplitude histogram 
generated by this bin size is seen in Figure 7. Since the bin size is fixed at 1, the data distribution 
does not lose any precision. However, the shape of the data distribution will be more sensitive to 
outliers and noise. 
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Amplitude Histogram -SN002 
Figure 7. Amplitude Histogram using Bin Size from Amplitude Range 
1.7 The Backpropagation Neural Network 
1.7.1 Overview 
Modeled after the parallel processing of the brain, neural networks are a system of 
interconnected weights and mathematical functions used to filter and organize data, then output a 
logical conclusion as to what the raw input data is describing about the test subject. Within the 
parallel connections lie a series of artificial neurons or processing elements (PEs). The PE's 
primary function is to take the inputs (multiplied by a weight coefficient), sums them, and then 
processes them through a transfer or activation function. A transfer function is a mathematical 
tool used to properly scale the data into a usable range to analyze the data. The transfer 
functions most often implemented are the sigmoid and the hyperbolic tangent functions. A 
sigmoid function creates an output with a range of 0 to 1, and a hyperbolic tangent function 









e z - e"2 (A) Hyperbolic Tangent => f(z) = - ^ — = - — 
e z + e"z 
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f R\ Siomniii rrV f/?\ = ,_ ?..,. ... 
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(C)Sine=> f(z) = Sin(z) 
Figure 8. Transfer Functions [13] 
The structure of the PE with inputs, weights, transfer function, and output is shown in Figure 9. 
Transfer \ Y} = f(X, *W1J) 
Output Path 
Figure 9. Processing Element Schematic 
The output created from the PEs can either move on to another weight coefficient and PE, or it 
can move straight to the output. Groups of PEs are lined up together within the system to create 
layers. A typical neural network consists of an input layer, one or more hidden layers, and an 
output layer. For accurate predictions, backpropagation neural networks may be implemented. 
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1.7.2 Backpropagation Neural Network (BPNN) 
While retrieving an output from a traditional neural network is helpful in an analysis process, 
minimizing the difference between the actual output of a set of data and that predicted by a 
neural network is crucial when trying to accurately estimate the material lifespan of an aerospace 
part being subjected to fatigue. A back propagation neural network (BPNN) runs in a feed 
forward manner to obtain an initial output. The BPNN then compares this initial output to the 
actual input result of the data and forms a percent error which is transferred back through the 
network to update the weights. The network is run for multiple iterations until an acceptable 
percent error is achieved. 
1.7.3 MATAB based BPNN 
BPNN burst pressure predictions can be accomplished by using the MAT ALB neural network 
toolbox. Various training algorithms, transfer functions, and predefined neural network 
architectures are provided in this toolbox. A graphical user interface (GUI) will appear when the 
user executes the BPNN program in MATLAB. This GUI can be seen in Figure 10. Basic 
visualization of network structure and algorithms are presented at the top of this GUI. 
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Figure 10. GUI for BPNN 
If the user does not specify, the input data will be randomly divided into three different data sets: 
training, validation, and testing data. Training data are used to train the network. Validation 
data are used to stop training early if the validation checks are met. Testing data are used as a 
checking parameter that the network is generalizing (predicting) well. 
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Training iterations stop when any of the following conditions are attained: 
• The maximum number of epochs (repetitions) is reached 
• The maximum amount of time is exceeded 
• Performance is minimized to the goal 
• The performance gradient falls below "min_grad" 
• The "mu" value exceeds "mumax" 
• Validation performance has increased more than "max_fail" times since the last time it 
decreased (when using validation). 
If any one of these conditions is met, the color of the bar graph under the progress section 
changes to cyan. 
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CHAPTER 2: EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
2.1 Composite Overwrapped Pressure Vessels (COPV) 
A total of eleven 15-inch diameter filament-wound COPVs were manufactured by the NASA 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Each COPVs consisted of a thin-walled aluminum cylinder 
overwrapped with graphite fibers and epoxy resin. The overall experiment was conducted by 
James L. Walker II, and all eleven vessels were successfully tested. However, collected AE data 
were only available for ten of the vessels. 
In order to simulate a real world usage, several variables of COPVs were allowed to change. 
These variables were curing type, the damage inflicted, testing temperature, and the 
pressurization scheme. Three of the vessels were oven cured without rotation (static cure), and 
the remaining eight were rotated during the oven curing (rotisserie cure). Five of the vessels did 
not have any damage, three of the vessels were inflicted with impact damage, and the hoop fibers 
were cut on the remaining three vessels. Furthermore, every pressurization scheme was different 
throughout the experiment. Sample pressurization schemes are shown in Figure 11 and Figure 
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Figure 11. Pressurization Scheme (SN002) 
Pressure Profile -SN018 
Number of hit 
Figure 12. Pressurization Scheme (SN018) 
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5 ramps with 
unloads, 
"plateau" has creep 
3 ramps with 
unloads, 
short uphill "holds" 
Unavailable 
5 abrupt ramps 
6 ramps 
4 smooth ramps 
5 ramps with 
unloads, 
"plateau" has creep 
1 slow ramp 
4 ramps, 4th long 
hold 
5 ramps with 
unloads, 
short uphill "holds" 
Unavailable 
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2.2 Equipment Setup 
A multi-channel Physical Acoustics Corporation (PAC) AE analyzer was used to record AE data 
from seven AE channels. These seven AE transducers were attached to each vessel: one on the 
dome near the polar boss and the remaining six attached on the hoop fibers. A schematic diagram 
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AE Transducer 
To Computer 
(Data Acquisition System) 
Figure 13. Schematic Configuration of Experimental Setup 
Each transducer threshold for this experiment was set at 60 dB (threshold for SN005 was set at 
50dB), a peak definition time of 100ns, a hit definition time of 500|is, and a hit lockout time of 
500ns. Also, the data acquisition unit was connected to record the pressure inside the vessel. 
This measured pressure was recorded on a 0-5 V scale. The burst pressure for each vessel was 
converted and tabulated in Table 5. 
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CHAPTER 3: DATA FILTERING 
3.1 OVERVIEW 
In order to perform the SOM failure mechanism classification, create mathematically modeled 
AE data, and perform the BPNN burst pressure predictions, it is necessary to determine and 
eliminate the noise and outliers from the original data. During the AE data acquisition process, 
initial filtering was done using transducer settings. However, it is impossible to eliminate all of 
the outliers using this method alone. Thus, certain criteria were set to obtain cleaner data. An 
amplitude histogram and counts vs. duration graph using original data (from SN002) can be seen 
in Figure 14 and Figure 15. 
x10 # Amplitude Histogram -SN002 
Figure 14. Amplitude Histogram from Original Data (SN002) 
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Counts vs Duration -SN002 
>:1Cf 
Figure 15. Counts vs. Duration from Original Data (SN002) 
3.2 Data Filtering Process 
First, filtering of the data began with calculating the average frequency of each of the AE data 
hits. This was accomplished by dividing the AE parameter counts by duration. Then, those AE 
data were retained if the data were within the range of 50 kHz to 100 kHz. Any data below than 
50 kHz were assumed to be mechanical noise or audible noise, and any data greater than 100 
kHz were assumed to be electromagnetic interference. The result from this filtering is visualized 
in Figure 16. Blue data points were collected and used for further processing, and red data points 
were considered to be outliers. 
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2.5 









Figure 16. Counts vs. Duration after 1st Filtering (SN002) 
Second, using the filtered data from first filtering process, the following were removed: zero 
energy data, durations greater than 100 msec, and rise times greater than 25 msec. Data with 
zero energy occur when that AE signal barely passes the amplitude threshold. These data 
contain no useful AE information. Long duration and long rise time data were removed to 
eliminate multiple hit data and some ambient noise. In addition, only data from channel 1 were 
used for this research. All seven channels recorded valid AE data; however, most of these data 
were redundant. Channel 1 was selected because it was located near the polar boss. As such, all 
the AE signals that propagated around the bottle or through the water medium were collected by 
channel 1. Results from this second filtering step are seen in Figure 17. Again, data points 
colored in blue were collected and data points colored in red were considered to be outliers. 
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2.5 
x 10 Counts vs. Duration (SN002) - after 2nd filtering 






Figure 17. Counts vs. Duration after 2nd Filtering (SN002) 
Finally, using the filtered data from the second filtering process, negative pressure data are 
removed, and the first 2000 data points are retained for analysis. Because of the random nature 
of the pressurization scheme, negative quantitative pressures were present. These data were 
removed since they contained no useful AE information. Taking the first 2000 points after 
filtering provides sufficient to analyze for low proof loading. Overall results from the filtering 
process can be seen in Figures 18 and 19. Most of the outliers are eliminated by the data filtering 
processes. The remaining outliers are eliminated through SOM classification. Amplitude 
histogram and counts vs. duration graphs using filtered data for each vessel can be seen in 
Appendbc A. All of the computations were done by using the MATLAB program 
"Data_Filtering.m", which can be seen in Appendix F. The filtered amplitude histogram data for 
input to the BPNN were prepared using "DataToBPNN_cfilteredData.m"(Appendix F). 
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Amplitude Histogram -SN002 
Figure 18. Amplitude Histogram using Filtered Data (SN002) 
Counts vs Duration -SN002 
~0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 
Counts 
Figure 19. Counts vs. Duration Graph using Filtered Data (SN002) 
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CHAPTER 4: SOM CLASSIFICATION 
4.1 Overview 
The MATLAB based SOM neural network was applied to all of the filtered data to separate out 
the various failure mechanisms. Amplitude, duration, and energy were chosen as the AE 
classification parameters. Then, failure mechanisms for each separated data cluster were 
identified based on the characteristics of the failure mechanism characteristics given in Table 3. 
Noises and outliers still remained in some of the classified data sets. However, none of them 
were present in the matrix cracking data set, which was used in mathematical modeling and 
BPNN prediction. 
4.2 MATLAB Configuration 
The training file for the SOM neural network consisted of all of the AE parameters collected 
during the data filtering. Since the SOM neural network is an unsupervised type of neural 
network, the testing file is not prepared. MATLAB configurations are concluded by inspecting 
various classified results. This configuration is seen in Table 6. 
Table 6. MATLAB based SOM Configuration 
Number of classification 
Topology function 
Distance function 
Initial neighborhood size 
Ordering phase steps 
Ordering phase learning rate 
Tuning phase learning rate 
4 to 6 
randtop (Random) 






The number of classification is set as four to six, which matches to the number of failure 
mechanisms. Most of the configurations are set at their default values to reduce the computation 
time. The "randtop" topology function randomly positions the neurons. Sample neuron 
positions by using randtop topology function are visualized in Figure 20. 
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Figure 20. Neuron Positions using Random Topology Function [14] 
The MATLAB based SOM neural network has two phases during the training process. In the 
ordering phase, the neighborhood distance starts at a user selected initial distance and decreases 
to the tuning neighborhood distance of 1. To adapt to scattered data, the initial neighborhood 
size is set to a higher value than the default value of 3. Iterations for this ordering phase last 
until achieving the tuning phase. Then the neighborhood distance stays at the tuning 
neighborhood distance and proceeds through the rest of the training or adaption process in the 
tuning phase with a neighborhood distance of 1. 
4.3 SOM Classification 
By inspecting three dimensional plots of amplitude, duration, and energy plus the amplitude 
histogram plots, failure mechanisms for each of the separated data sets are determined. Figure 
21 shows the amplitude histogram of the four classified data sets using filtered SN002 data. 
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Here it can be seen that there is significant overlap between the various failure mechanisms. 
Figure 22 shows the three dimensional plot of the four classified data sets using filtered SN002 
data. The axes are adjusted in Figure 23 in order to visualize the distinct difference between 
each mechanism. 
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Figure 21. Amplitude Histogram using Classified Data (SN002) 
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Figure 22. Three Dimensional Plots using Classified Data (SN002) 
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Figure 23. Three Dimensional Plots (Adjusted) using Classified Data (SN002) 
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As seen in Figure 23, distinct failure mechanisms were apparent in the SN002 data. By 
inspecting all of the figures from the SOM, mechanism 1 was determined to be matrix cracking, 
because it had the lowest amplitudes, lowest energies, and shortest durations when compared to 
the rest of the mechanisms. Since it had low-medium amplitudes, low-medium energies, and 
short-medium durations, mechanism 2 was identified as crack coupling. Mechanism 3, having 
medium amplitudes, energies, and durations, was determined to be fiber breaks. Mechanism 4 
was identified as delaminations with final failure (including multiple hit data and outliers), 
because it had the highest amplitudes, energies, and durations. Through the MATLAB based 
SOM neural network, clean matrix cracking data were successfully separated from the rest of the 
data. The amplitude histograms and three dimensional plots using classified data for each vessel 
can all be seen in Appendix B. All of the computations were done using 
"SOM_Classification.m" as seen in Appendix F. Then, the classified amplitude histogram data 
for input to the BPNN were prepared by using "DataToBPNN_classifiedData.m", which can also 
be seen in Appendix F. 
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CHAPTER 5: MATHEMATICAL MODELING 
5.1 Overview 
Mathematically modeled AE data were generated by fitting Johnson distributions. To obtain this 
result, two different procedures were performed using Slifker and Shapiro's method and Mage's 
method. Detailed procedures and equations are discussed in Section 1.5. Since amplitude values 
for all of the vessels are bounded within certain ranges, parameters for Johnson distribution are 
adapted to achieve SB distribution fits only. 
To optimize the curve fitting, chi-square goodness-of-fit tests were performed. This method is a 
statistical hypothesis test which establishes whether or not expected values differ from observed 
values. The chi-square score is determined by using the expression [15] 
2 y ( Q i - f r ) 2 
x =L—^—- (4°) 
Here, 0,-is an observed frequency of occurrence, E( is an expected frequency of occurrence from 
Johnson distribution, and N is the number of data points. By evaluating these chi-square scores, 
the optimized configurations for each histogram were recorded. 
5.2 Mathematical Modeling by Using Slifker and Shapiro's Method 
Slifker and Shapiro introduced a method which uses four symmetric and equidistant normal 
deviates such as -3z, -z, +z, and +3z. To optimize the curve fitting, z was selected from 0.5 to 
1.5 with increment of 0.001. Estimated Johnson parameters, z values, and chi-square scores for 
the best configuration (SN002) can be seen in Table 7. 
Table 7. Optimized Configuration for SB Distribution using Slifker and Shapiro (SN002) 
Bin Type 
Square Root Choice 
Scott's Choice 


























Estimated SB distribution parameters are similar for each case, whereas the chi-square score for a 
bin type of square root choice is significantly higher than the others. This is due to the width of 
the bin in the histogram. Since the width of the bin is smaller than 1, no values are observed in 
some of the bin locations. Thus, the difference between the observed value and the estimated 
value become larger. Figure 24 through Figure 26 show the amplitude histogram with Johnson 
fit for COPV SN002 based on the optimized configuration. The amplitude histogram with its 
Johnson fit and tabulated configuration for each vessel can be seen in Appendix C. All of the 
computations were done using "Mathematica^Mode^Shapiro.nT, which is included in 
Appendix F. Then, mathematically modeled AE data for the BPNN were prepared by using 
kDataToBPNN_Math_Shapiro m"( Appendix F). 
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Figure 24. Fitted Curve using Slifker and Shapiro with Bin Size of SQRT Choice (SN002) 
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Figure 26. Fitted Curve using Slifker and Shapiro with Bin Size of Amp. Range (SN002) 
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5.3 Mathematical Modeling by using Mage's method 
Mage introduced a method which uses four equidistant normal deviates zu z2, z3, and z4. This 
statement is represented by using the expression 
z4-z3=z3-z2 = z2- zx (41) 
To satisfy the above relationship, z\ and z2 are selected, and then z3 and z4 are calculated by using 
the relationships 
z3 = 2z2 - zx (42) 
z4 = 3z2 - 2zx . (43) 
To optimize the curve fitting, z\ was selected from -1.50 to -3.0, and z2 was selected from -0.50 
to -1.49 with increments of -0.025. This interval was selected according to the typical z interval 
introduced in the paper from Slifker and Shapiro [10]. Furthermore, the increment of 0.025 was 
determined by trial and error to reduce the run time of the program. Estimated Johnson 
parameters, z values, and chi-square score for the best configuration (SN002) can be seen in 
Table 8. 
Table 8. Optimize Configuration for SB Distribution using Mage (SN002) 
Bin Type 
Square Root Choice 
Scott's Choice 



































Note that the Johnson parameters and the chi-square score square root choice bin type have 
significantly higher values than the other two bin types. By comparison, the overall chi-square 
score by Mage is lower than the Slitler and Shapiro. This is due to the flexibility of z value 
selection and accurate mathematical computation of the Johnson parameters. Figure 27 through 
Figure 29 shows the amplitude histogram overlaid with the bounded Johnson fit for COPV 
SN002 based on the optimized configuration. The amplitude histogram with its Johnson fit and 
tabulated configuration for each COPV can be seen in Appendix D. All of the computations 
were done by using "Mathematical_Model_Mage.nf\ which can be seen in Appendix F. 
Mathematically modeled AE data for BPNN input were prepared by using 
*T)ataToBPNN_Math_Mage.nV\ which can also be seen in Appendix F. 
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Figure 27. Fitted Curve using Mage with Bin Size of Square Root Choice (SN002) 
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Figure 29. Fitted Curve using Mage with Bin Size of Amplitude Range (SN002) 
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CHAPTER 6: RESULTS 
6.1 Overview 
Bottle SN005 data was not included in the neural network to predict burst pressure. This set of 
data had a different threshold value from the rest of bottle data and therefore led to inconsistent 
results, as much as 20% between each run of the BPNN. Using the rest of the COPV data, five 
of them were chosen as the training files (SN002, SN010, SM013, SN018, and SN020), two of 
them were chosen as the validation file (SN009 and SN025), and last two were chosen as the 
testing file (SN014 and SN026). 
BPNN analysis was performed on each phase of data processing to predict burst pressures. The 
improved results from the filtering process and bin size selection were then compared and 
evaluated. Amplitude histogram data for inputs to each stage of the BPNN analysis are tabulated 
in Appendix E. 
For the ease of manipulation of the BPNN in MATLAB, the Levenberg Marquardt back 
propagation training function was used for all burst pressure predictions because it is the fastest 
training algorithm in the MATLAB toolbox. To reduce computational time, most of the BPNN 
training parameters were set at their default values in MATLAB. However, in order to optimize 
the neural network performance, various training parameters were modified: the number of 
hidden layer neurons, the hidden learning coefficient, and the momentum. The hyperbolic 
tangent transfer function was utilized in the hidden layer, while the output layer used a linear 
activation function. 
All of the BPNN burst prediction was performed by using "BPNNPrediction.m", which can be 
seen in Appendix F. Multiple linear regression analysis was then accomplished using 
"Statistical_Analysis.m", which can also be seen in Appendix F. 
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6.2 Backpropagation Prediction Results using Filtered Data 
Obvious outliers, long duration hits, multiple hit data, and data that contained no useful AE 
information were removed in data filtering process. Using this filtered data, BPNN burst 
pressure prediction was performed. The optimized network parameters shown in Table 9, the 
resulting BPNN burst pressure predictions are summarized in Table 10. The worst case error for 
each data set is highlighted. 
Table 9. Optimize BPNN Parameters for Filtered Data 
BPNN Parameters 
Number of Neurons 
in Hidden Layer 
Learning Rate 
Increment on 




Maximum Validation Failure 
mu Decrease 
Bin Type 
































































































































Here, the most acceptable worst case prediction error was -9.039 percent by using amplitude 
histogram data generated with the Scott's choice as a bin size. 
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6.3 Backpropagation Prediction Results using Classified Data (Matrix cracking) 
By using the SOM neural network, filtered AE data were classified into several failure 
mechanisms. From this result, one of the classified data sets was identified as matrix cracking 
data. Using this classified matrix cracking data, BPNN burst pressure prediction was performed. 
The optimized network parameters are shown in Table 11, and the resulting BPNN burst 
pressure predictions are summarized in Table 12. The worst case error for each data set is 
highlighted. 
Table 11. Optimize BPNN Parameters for Classified Data (Matrix cracking) 
BPNN Parameters 
Number of Neurons 
in Hidden Layer 
Learning Rate 
Increment on 




Maximum Validation Failure 
mu Decrease 
Bin Type 
































































































































Here the most acceptable worst case prediction error was -6.874 percent by using amplitude 
histogram data generated with the square root choice as a bin size. By classifying the data into 
different mechanisms and training on the one dominant mechanism, accuracy for BPNN burst 
pressure prediction was improved. 
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6.4 Backpropagation Prediction Results using MMD (Slifker and Shapiro) 
Mathematically modeled AE data were generated by using the bounded Johnson distribution. 
Two different methods were implemented to generate this mathematical model. Using this 
mathematically modeled AE data, BPNN burst pressure predictions were performed. The 
optimized network parameters are shown in Table 13, and the resulting BPNN burst pressure 
predictions are summarized in Table 14. The worst case error for each data set is highlighted. 
Table 13. Optimize BPNN Parameters for MMD (Slifker and Shapiro) 
BPNN Parameters 
Number of Neurons 
in Hidden Layer 
Learning Rate 
Increment on 




Maximum Validation Failure 
mu Decrease 
Bin Type 





























































































































Here the most acceptable worst case prediction error was 1.997 percent by using mathematically 
modeled data generated with the amplitude range (bin width of 1) as a bin size. Note here that 
the accuracy of the BPNN burst pressure predictions improved compared with results from the 
filtered and classified data. 
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6.5 Backpropagation Prediction Results using Mathematically Modeled Data (Mage) 
Mathematically modeled AE data were generated by using the Johnson distribution. Two 
different methods were implemented to generate this mathematical model. Using these 
mathematically modeled AE data, a BPNN burst pressure prediction was performed. The 
optimized network parameters are shown in Table 15, and the resulting BPNN burst pressure 
predictions are summarized in Table 16. The worst case error for each data set is highlighted. 
Table 15. Optimize BPNN Parameters for Mathematically Modeled Data (Mage) 
BPNN Parameters 
Number of Neurons 
in Hidden Layer 
Learning Rate 
Increment on 




Maximum Validation Failure 
mu Decrease 
Bin Type 






























































































































Here, the most acceptable worst case prediction error was -6.246 percent by using 
mathematically modeled data generated with the amplitude range (bin width of 1) as a bin size. 
Accuracy of BPNN burst pressure prediction was improved compared with results from the data 
using filtered and classified case. 
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6.6 Relationship to Multiple Linear Regression Analysis 
6.6.1 Overview 
The multiple linear regression (MLR) analysis is the one of the analytical techniques which can 
perform using multiple variables. The Johnson parameters from mathematically modeled AE 
data were used to predict the burst pressure. The dependent variable was the burst pressure and 
the independent variables were the four Johnson parameters and three of the six different cross 
product terms. (The other three cross product terms did not contribute significantly.) 
Combinations of these remaining three cross products are optimized in each case. 
6.6.2 MLR Analysis using Slifker and Shapiro with Bin Size of Square Root Choice 
The inputs to the MATLAB are given in Table 17. 




















































































The MLR analysis produced the following prediction equation: 
Burst Pressure = 218980.294 - 224040.885(?7) + 115772.549(y) 
-2471.513(A) - 3733.159(f) + 3871.8800jf) - 2035.500(yf) (44) 
+46.054(A£) 
Using the equation produced by MLR analysis, the burst pressure was predicted for each vessel. 
These results can be seen in Table 18. Using all nine bottles as inputs, the worst case prediction 
error was found to be -3.585 percent. 










































6.6.3 MLR Analysis using Slifker and Shapiro with Bin Size of Scott's Choice 
The inputs to the MATLAB are given in Table 19. 



















































































The MLR analysis produced the following prediction equation: 
Burst Pressure = -1088142.360 + 4357359.286(?7) 
-1225810.679(y) - 145608.556(A) + 17935.142(e) (4 5 ) 
-72702.647(i7£) + 20454.328(y£) + 2446.397(Af) 
Using the equation produced by MLR analysis, the burst pressure was predicted for each vessel. 
These results can be seen in Table 20. Here the worst case prediction error was -2.877 percent. 
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6.6.4 MLR Analysis using Slifker and Shapiro with Bin Size of Amplitude Range 
The inputs to the MATLAB are given in Table 21. 




















































































The MLR analysis produced the following prediction equation: 
Burst Pressure = 158743.949 - 1758504.280(rj) 
+ 1378830.823(y) + 303.032(A) - 2766.952(f) + 29481.961(r^) (46) 
-724.763(yA) - 22834.706(y*) 
Using the equation produced by MLR analysis, the burst pressure was predicted for each vessel. 
These results can be seen in Table 22. Here the worst case prediction error was -1.666 percent. 










































6.6.5 MLR Analysis using Mage with Bin Size of Square Root Choice 
The inputs to the MATLAB are given in Table 23. 



















































































The MLR analysis produced the following prediction equation: 
Burst Pressure = 156790.631 + 27584.412(?j) - 125709.616(y) 
+ 1822.360(A) - 3560.042(f) - 751.156(r/A) - 172.837(yl) (47) 
+2209.571(y£) 
Using the equation produced by MLR analysis, the burst pressure was predicted for each vessel. 
These results can be seen in Table 24. Here the worst case prediction error was 5.486 percent. 
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6.6.6 MLR Analysis using Mage with Bin Size of Scott's Choice 
The inputs to the MATLAB are given in Table 25. 




















































































The MLR analysis produced the following prediction equation: 
Burst Pressure = -345357.119 - 40279.1660}) + 421642.133(y) 
-1320.618(A) + 6151.808(f) + 2766.889(rjA) - 1687.792(yA) (48) 
-6656.307(y£) 
Using the equation produced by MLR analysis, the burst pressure was predicted for each vessel. 
These results can be seen in Table 26. Here the worst case prediction error was -2.255 percent. 










































6.6.7 MLR Analysis using Mage with Bin Size of Amplitude Range 
The inputs to the MATLAB are given in Table 27. 



















































































The MLR analysis produced the following prediction equation: 
Burst Pressure = -971198.864 + 5446.304(7;) + 3197.784(y) 
+53714.413(A) + 16197.770(e) - 4542.538(?7K) - 4.490(yA) (4 9 ) 
-897.097(Ae) 
Using the equation produced by MLR analysis, the burst pressure was predicted for each vessel. 
These results can be seen in Table 28. Here the worst case prediction error was -4.843 percent. 
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6.7 Summary of Results 
After optimizing the each network, the worst case error from the backpropagation neural network 
(BPNN) burst pressure predictions for all of the cases are tabulated on Table 29 and Table 30 


















Table 30. Overall Results from BPNN Predictions for Mathematically Modeled Data 
Mathematically 
Modeled Data 

























As can be seen in Table 29, the accuracy of BPNN prediction improves by using clean matrix 
cracking data. Then, mathematically modeled AE data generates better predictions than just 
using the clean matrix cracking data. The mathematically modeled AE data from Slifker and 
Shapiro with bin size of amplitude range was able to predict the burst pressure with an optimum 
worst case error of 1.997 percent using BPNN analysis. Furthermore, using the same 
configuration, an optimum worst case error of -1.666 percent was produced by the MLR 
analysis. This result is virtually identical to the result produced by the BPNN prediction. Also, 
both of the results are within the desired goal of ± 5 percent. 
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
7.1 Conclusions 
Acoustic emission (AE) is a practical method that can monitor flaw growth activity under 
various loading conditions. Using an appropriate configuration on the transducers and the data 
acquisition system, obvious outliers and noise can be eliminated during the data collection 
phase. These collected AE data can then be used to perform a classification of failure 
mechanisms and an ultimate load prediction analysis by using suitable software. Long duration 
hits, multiple hit data, and obvious outliers were removed from the collected AE data from 
channel 1. This was accomplished by removing zero energy hits, collecting only the data within 
an appropriate range of frequencies, removing long duration data, and removing long rise time 
data. Subsequently, the first 2000 data points were used for analysis. 
The MATLAB based Kohonen self-organizing map (SOM) successfully classified the filtered 
AE data into distinct failure mechanisms using the AE hit parameters: duration, energy, and 
amplitude. Classified matrix cracking data only were then prepared for the mathematical 
modeling and backpropagation neural network (BPNN) burst pressure predictions. Two 
different approaches were used to mathematically model the AE data: Slifker and Shapiro's 
method, and Mage's method. The optimized bounded Johnson distribution parameters (r|, y, s 
and e) were obtained based on a chi-squared goodness of fit. 
The BPNN successfully predicted the burst pressures of composite overwrapped pressure vessels 
(COPVs). Mathematically modeled AE data using Slifker and Shapiro's method, with a bin 
width of 1, achieved a worst case error of 1.997 percent, which is well within the desired ±5 
percent goal. Multiple linear regression (MLR) analysis using the Johnson parameters from the 
same configuration as the BPNN achieved a worst case error of -1.666 percent, which is also 
well within the desired ±5 percent goal. The MLR analysis required all 9 data samples to 
achieve the prediction. On the other hand, the BPNN prediction required only 5 data samples to 
train the network. Thus, the BPNN can perform well on smaller data sets. In addition, the 
BPNN is capable of performing accurate predictions with relatively noisy data, whereas the 
MLR analysis is intolerant to both noise (outliers) and sparse data. 
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7.2 Recommendations 
The writer recommends refining the SOM classification parameters to obtain cleaner matrix 
cracking data in the 70 to 75 dB range. There may have been some misclassified crack coupling 
data included in the matrix cracking data in this range. Then, another SOM classification can be 
performed on the SN014, SN018, and SN026 vessels to eliminate the extra failure mechanism. 
It is further recommended that the same number of specimens be used to train the BPNN burst 
pressure prediction and to generate the MLR burst pressure equation so that the results could be 
comparable to one another. Furthermore, the coefficients of certain terms from the MLR 
analysis can be optimized using stepwise regression. This would probably eliminate the terms 
involving the location and scale parameters, 8 and X, leaving only the shape parameters r| and y to 
define the burst pressures. 
Lastly, the BPNN could be enhanced by using different training algorithms defined in the 
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APPENDIX A: Filtered AE Data 
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APPENDIX B: Classified AE Data 
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Figure B 1. Amplitude Histogram using Classified Data (SN005) 
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Figure B 2. Three Dimensional Plots using Classified Data (SN005) 
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Amplitude Histogram for classified data #=5 
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Figure B 3. Amplitude Histogram using Classified Data (SN009) 
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Figure B 4. Three Dimensional Plots using Classified Data (SN009) 
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Figure B 5. Three Dimensional Plots (Adjusted) using Classified Data (SN009) 
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Figure B 6. Amplitude Histogram using Classified Data (SN010) 
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Figure B 7. Three Dimensional Plots using Classified Data (SN010) 
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Figure B 8. Three Dimensional Plots (Adjusted) using Classified Data (SN010) 
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Figure B 9. Amplitude Histogram using Classified Data (SN013) 
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Figure B 10. Three Dimensional Plots using Classified Data (SN013) 
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Figure B 11. Amplitude Histogram using Classified Data (SN014) 
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Figure B 12. Three Dimensional Plots using Classified Data (SN014) 
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Figure B 15. Three Dimensional Plots using Classified Data (SN018) 
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Figure B 16. Amplitude Histogram using Classified Data (SN020) 
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Amplitude vs. Energy vs. Duration of Classified Data 














Figure B 17. Three Dimensional Plots using Classified Data (SN020) 
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Figure B 18. Three Dimensional Plots (Adjusted) using Classified Data (SN020) 
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Figure B 19, Amplitude Histogram using Classified Data (SN025) 
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Figure B 20. Three Dimensional Plots using Classified Data (SN025) 
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Figure B 21. Three Dimensional Plots (Adjusted) using Classified Data (SN025) 
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Figure B 22. Amplitude Histogram using Classified Data (SN026) 
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Figure B 23. Three Dimensional Plots using Classified Data (SN026) 
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APPENDIX C: Mathematically Modeled AE Data (Slifker and Shapiro) 
Table C 1. Optimize Configuration for SB Distribution using Slifker and Shapiro (SNOOS) 
Bin type 
Square Root Choice 
Scott's Choice 
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Figure C 1. Curve Fit using Slifker and Shapiro with Different Bin Size (SNOOS) 
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Table C 2. Optimize Configuration for SB Distribution using Slifker and Shapiro (SN009) 
Bin type 
Square Root Choice 
Scott's Choice 
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Figure C 2. Curve Fit using Slifker and Shapiro with Different Bin Size (SN009) 
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Table C 3. Optimize Configuration for SB Distribution using Slifker and Shapiro (SNOIO) 
Bin type 
Square Root Choice 
Scott's Choice 
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Figure C 3. Curve Fit using Slifker and Shapiro with Different Bin Size (SN010) 
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Table C 4. Optimize Configuration for SB Distribution using Slifker and Shapiro (SN013) 
Bin type 
! Square Root Choice 
1 Scott's Choice 
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Figure C 4. Curve Fit using Slifker and Shapiro with Different Bin Size (SN013) 
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Table C 5. Optimize Configuration for SB Distribution using Slifker and Shapiro (SN014) 
Bin type 
Square Root Choice 
Scott's Choice 
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Figure C 5. Curve Fit using Slifker and Shapiro with Different Bin Size (SN014) 
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Table C 6. Optimize Configuration for SB Distribution using Slifker and Shapiro (SN018) 
Bin type 
Square Root Choice 
Scott's Choice 
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Figure C 6. Curve Fit using Slifker and Shapiro with Different Bin Size (SN018) 
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Table C 7. Optimize Configuration for SB Distribution using Slifker and Shapiro (SN020) 
Bin type 
Square Root Choice 
Scott's Choice 


































Amplitude Histogram(Amplitude range) with Johnson fit(Shapiro) for SN020 
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Figure C 7. Curve Fit using Slifker and Shapiro with Different Bin Size (SN020) 
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Table C 8. Optimize Configuration for SB Distribution using SUfker and Shapiro (SN025) 
Bin type 
Square Root Choice 
Scott's Choice 
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Amplitude Histogram(Amplitude range) with Johnson fit(Shapiro) for SN025 
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Figure C 8. Curve Fit using Slifker and Shapiro with Different Bin Size (SN025) 
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Table C 9. Optimize Configuration for SB Distribution using Slifker and Shapiro (SN026) 
Bin type 
Square Root Choice 
Scott's Choice 
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Figure C 9. Curve Fit using Slifker and Shapiro with Different Bin Size (SN026) 
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APPENDIX D: Mathematically AE Data (Mage) 
Table D 1. Optimize Configuration for SB Distribution using Mage (SN005) 
Bin type 
Square Root Choice 
Scott's Choice 
Amplitude Range 
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Figure D 1. Curve Fit using Mage with Different Bin Size (SN005) 
Dl 
Table D 2. 
Bin type 
Square Root Choice 
Scott's Choice 
Amplitude Range 
(width - 1) 


































Amplitude Histogram(Sqrt choice) with Johnson fit(Mage) for SN009 Amplitude Histogram(Scott choice) with Johnson frt(Mage) for SN009 
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Figure D 2. Curve Fit using Mage with Different Bin Size (SN009) 
D2 
Table D 3. Optimize Configuration for SB Distribution using Mage (SNOIO) 
Bin type 












































Amplitude Histogram(Sqrt choice) with Johnson fit(Mage) for SIM010 
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Figure D 3. Curve Fit using Mage with Different Bin Size (SN010) 
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Table D 4. Optimize Configuration for SB Distribution using Mage (SN013) 
Bin type 
Square Root Choice 
Scott's Choice 
Amplitude Range 
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Figure D 4. Curve Fit using Mage with Different Bin Size (SN013) 
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Table D 5. 
Bin type 














































Amplitude Histogram(Scott choice) with Johnson fit(Shapiro) for SN014 
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Amplitude Histogram(Amplitude range) with Johnson fit(Shapiro) for 8N014 
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Figure D 5. Curve Fit using Mage with Different Bin Size (SN014) 
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Table D 6. Optimize Configuration for SB Distribution using Mage (SN018) 
Bin type 














































Amplitude Histogram(Scott choice) with Johnson fit(Shapiro) for SN018 
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Figure D 6. Curve Fit using Mage with Different Bin Size (SN018) 
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Table D 7. Optimize Configuration for SB Distribution using Mage (SN020) 
Bin type 
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Amplitude Histogram(Scott choice) with Johnson fit(Shapiro) for SN020 
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Figure D 7. Curve Fit using Mage with Different Bin Size (SN020) 
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Table D 8. Optimize Configuration for SB Distribution using Mage (SN025) 
! Bin type 
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Figure D 8. Curve Fit using Mage with Different Bin Size (SN025) 
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Table D 9. 
Bin type 
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Amplitude Histogram(Scott choice) with Johnson fit(Shapiro) for SN026 
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Amplitude Histogram(Amplitude range) with Johnson frt(Shapiro) for SN026 
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Figure D 9. Curve Fit using Mage with Different Bin Size (SN026) 
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APPENDIX E: BPNN Inputs 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































Amplitude Histogram Data 
280 381 359 292 190 152 147 62 37 
18 24 13 12 2 2 1 2 26 
267 296 286 246 219 160 174 75 49 
48 29 15 24 18 10 6 8 70 
195 263 284 240 203 174 206 120 76 
55 44 30 44 7 9 9 6 35 
295 177 99 112 134 140 116 121 135 
123 151 127 106 86 39 20 16 3 
247 240 198 187 181 179 240 131 91 
59 37 43 56 27 15 14 16 39 
83 205 199 188 98 261 218 190 142 
76 134 76 61 22 16 14 11 6 
321 425 347 231 170 101 110 55 53 
42 29 25 27 9 6 5 6 38 
338 381 332 249 195 165 142 55 33 
14 22 11 13 12 5 3 2 28 
152 192 216 198 250 240 310 144 117 
76 54 25 16 4 2 1 0 3 
E2 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Amplitude Histogram Data 
14 0 94 0 166 0 158 0 0 133 0 109 0 98 0 0 
87 0 55 0 33 0 18 0 0 13 0 7 0 5 0 1 
15 0 100 0 150 0 128 0 145 0 125 0 117 0 92 0 
0 79 0 66 0 48 0 36 0 21 0 17 0 11 0 4 
9 0 73 0 113 0 128 0 0 116 0 116 0 125 0 0 
95 0 70 0 51 0 37 0 0 20 0 17 0 17 0 4 
23 0 125 0 147 0 102 0 75 0 53 0 45 0 52 0 1 
0 41 0 37 0 38 0 21 0 26 0 16 0 7 0 4 
24 104 0 119 0 137 0 99 0 89 0 88 0 82 0 56 
64 0 42 0 49 0 48 0 43 0 37 0 19 0 11 2 | 
10 0 73 0 103 0 102 0 105 0 91 0 95 0 79 0 1 
77 0 69 0 70 0 40 0 44 0 19 0 25 0 18 6 
10 0 97 0 214 0 227 0 187 0 169 0 143 0 97 0 1 
81 0 49 0 40 0 20 0 24 0 10 0 13 0 5 4 | 
19 0 113 0 203 0 179 0 169 0 142 0 113 0 73 0 1 
0 6 1 0 42 0 22 0 1 1 0 6 0 3 0 2 0 1 | 
4 0 63 0 85 0 100 0 91 0 114 0 71 0 60 0 1 
60 0 45 0 56 0 30 0 27 0 20 0 9 0 11 4 | 
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Amplitude Histogram Data 
108 166 158 133 109 98 87 
55 33 18 13 7 6 
115 150 128 145 125 117 92 
79 66 84 21 17 15 
82 113 128 116 116 125 95 
70 51 37 20 17 21 
148 147 102 75 53 45 52 
41 37 59 26 16 11 
128 119 137 99 177 82 56 
64 91 48 43 37 32 
83 103 102 105 91 174 77 
69 70 40 44 44 24 
107 214 227 187 169 240 81 
49 40 20 24 23 9 
132 203 179 169 142 113 73 
61 42 33 6 3 3 
67 85 100 91 114 131 60 
45 56 30 27 29 15 
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Amplitude Histogram Data 
16 935 65 333 108 902 138 241 154 725 161569 161664 157 216 149 820 140 604 130 358 
119633 108812 98 155 87 843 77 993 68 684 59 962 51856 44 378 37531 31312 
25 712 20 720 16 324 12 508 9 257 6 552 4 372 2 690 1473 0 673 
18130 67697 107991 133 562 147512 153331 153 679 150420 144 834 137793 129 893 
121544 113 024 104 525 96 178 88 069 80 256 72 777 65 652 58 894 52 509 46 498 
40 859 35 590 30 686 26 144 21962 18 138 14 672 11567 8 825 6 451 
10 061 45 842 80 920 106 598 122 978 131994 135 585 135 310 132 343 127 545 121539 
114 776 107 582 100 192 92 773 85 446 78 298 71386 64 753 58 426 52 423 46 753 
41422 36 432 31783 27 470 23 492 19 845 16 524 13 525 10 846 8 481 
79 136 95 478 101841 102 803 100 812 97 211 92 760 87 902 82 896 77 896 72 993 
68 238 63 658 59 265 55 063 51047 47 212 43 549 40 050 36 703 33 501 30 434 
27 493 24 672 21964 19 365 16 871 14 481 12 196 10 023 7 970 6 053 | 
57 210 110 110 123 485 124 532 121087 115 953 110 271 104 540 98 976 93 670 88 650 
83 912 79 440 75 210 71193 67 361 63 687 60 142 56 696 53 322 49 989 46 665 
43 314 39 898 36 368 32 671 28 738 24 486 19 813 14 605 8 796 2 742 
34 291 45 853 57 832 69 500 80 205 89 428 96 813 102 162 105 425 106 672 106 063 
103 822 100 207 95 493 89 949 83 827 77 358 70 739 64 138 57 691 51504 45 654 
40 195 35 160 30 565 26 412 22 690 19 383 16 467 13 913 11693 9 775 | 
6 033 34 684 84 102 137 558 181446 209 987 223 101 223 488 214 640 199 829 181706 
162 242 142 794 124 237 107 082 91584 77 822 65 766 55 315 46 333 38 669 32 167 
26 680 22 068 18 207 14 986 12 306 10 083 8 243 6 725 5 474 4 447 
38 744 82 605 127 358 163 601 187 513 199 086 200 217 193 440 181232 165 711 148 547 
130 970 113 844 97 728 82 956 69 695 57 989 47 804 39 055 31623 25 377 20 180 
15 897 12 402 9 576 7 315 5 523 4 119 3 031 2 198 1568 1100 
29 134 38 688 48 401 57 758 66 332 73 795 79 921 84 579 87 720 89 364 89 583 
88 490 86 227 82 954 78 839 74 056 68 773 63 149 57 335 51466 45 663 40 030 
34 655 29 608 24 943 20 698 16 898 13 552 10 657 8 199 6 156 4 494 
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Amplitude Histogram Data 
98 613 168 759 160 193 135 769 110 401 87 657 68 135 
51634 37 785 26 247 16 783 9 286 3 826 
100 733 147 990 141365 126 376 110 880 96 469 83 293 
71123 59 622 48 415 37 085 25 180 12 403 
67 558 118 101 130 049 124 768 112 458 97 660 82 437 
67 739 54 003 41439 30 167 20 302 12 015 
126 319 113 260 92 271 76 460 64 594 55 378 47 939 
41693 36 214 31151 26 149 20 741 14 116 
88 020 110 775 106 118 97 119 87 850 79 144 71057 
63 417 55 957 48 329 40 040 30 325 17 899 
60 545 97 849 102 849 98 713 91663 83 694 75 471 
67 158 58 695 49 892 40 448 29 944 17 909 
81709 177 611 199 265 182 185 151593 119 288 90 097 
65 624 46 051 30 971 19 770 11791 6 408 
107 064 182 182 183 127 158 782 128 559 99 444 73 794 
52 232 34 743 21113 11103 4 491 1007 
52 265 89 626 94 996 89 869 81247 71610 61884 
52 398 43 237 34 392 25 831 17 569 9 784 
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Amplitude Histogram Data 
0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 15 755 
91897 143 186 156 034 145 258 123 607 98 810 75 002 54 166 37 066 23 791 14 070 
7 442 3 342 1155 0 247 0 018 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 
0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 13 978 
98 701 135 770 142 919 136 560 124 334 109 794 94 638 79 693 65 371 51881 39 361 
27 945 17 837 9 392 3 226 0 240 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 
0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 8 460 
78 672 116 631 127 430 124 287 114 302 101090 86 537 71656 57 033 43 054 30 057 
18 454 8 875 2 339 0 027 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 
0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 24 129 
134 673 113 748 93 512 77 749 65 478 55 687 47 647 40 847 34 915 29 565 24 551 
19 636 14 549 8 949 2 585 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 
0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 23 255 
100 497 111601 108 385 101477 93 770 86 158 78 894 72 004 65 418 59 025 52 683 
46 218 39 407 31953 23 447 13 396 2 320 0 000 0 000 0 000 
0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 10 428 
81018 100 303 102 620 99 033 93 226 86 593 79 682 72 689 65 642 58 475 51063 
43 219 34 694 25 178 14 417 3 277 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 
0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 12 569 
113 680 187 361 207 149 194 633 167 877 137 217 107 824 81971 60 396 43 076 29 628 
19 524 12 206 7 133 3 810 1796 0 703 0 204 0 034 0 002 
0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 23 198 
113 700 174 053 186 943 170 730 142 066 110 943 82 384 58 450 39 604 25 511 15 485 
8 733 4 476 2 014 0 750 0 208 0 035 0 002 0 000 0 000 
0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 7 805 
67 832 92 003 96 726 93 222 86 223 77 811 68 941 60 057 51360 42 935 34 814 
27019 19598 12 670 6530 1858 0 008 0 000 0 000 0 000 
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Amplitude Histogram Data 
35 346 65 712 96 795 123 558 143 410 155 694 160 948 160 300 155 072 146 546 135 852 
123 920 111481 99 084 87 122 75 860 65 462 56 014 47 547 40 048 33 476 27 774 
22 870 18 688 15 153 12 188 9 721 7 686 6 022 4 672 3 587 2 723 
47 065 71088 93 376 111927 125 897 135 213 140 248 141593 139 910 135 849 130 004 
122 893 114 949 106 528 97 917 89 336 80 955 72 898 65 253 58 078 51409 45 262 
39 638 34 529 29 917 25 781 22 093 18 823 15 942 13 417 11218 9 314 
31939 51936 72 458 91226 106 812 118 545 126 310 130 358 131137 129 191 125 075 
119 315 112 383 104 686 96 562 88 285 80 072 72 088 64 453 57 252 50 541 44 349 
38 689 33 557 28 940 24 816 21156 17 931 15 106 12 648 10 522 8 695 
46 674 87 879 110 678 119 693 120 268 116 061 109 335 101445 93 192 85 035 77 231 
69 912 63 137 56 918 51245 46 089 41417 37 192 33 377 29 934 26 830 24 033 
21512 19 242 17 197 15 356 13 698 12 206 10 863 9 655 8 569 7 593 
60 325 99 222 117 532 123 743 123 315 119 329 113 514 106 856 99 916 93 017 86 340 
79 981 73 987 68 375 63 143 58 279 53 764 49 579 45 701 42 109 38 781 35 698 
32 842 30 193 27 738 25 459 23 346 21383 19 561 17 869 16 298 14 838 
35 700 58 886 78 684 93 220 102 451 107 123 108 204 106 624 103 172 98 479 93 028 
87178 81189 75 243 69464 63 936 58 706 53 803 49 236 45 005 41101 37511 
34 218 31203 28 447 25 932 23 638 21548 19 644 17 911 16 333 14 898 
9 756 47 016 103 086 157 721 198 301 221335 228 620 223 933 211203 193 746 174 059 
153 885 134 354 116 138 99 589 84 840 71883 60 628 50 937 42 653 35 612 29 657 
24 641 20 429 16 905 13 962 11512 9 476 7 787 6 388 5 233 4 279 
39 968 79 384 120 255 154 775 179 064 192 380 195 844 191414 181234 167 273 151179 
134 235 117 383 101274 86 326 72 771 60 712 50 154 41039 33 268 26 718 21258 
16 752 13 073 10 097 7 716 5 830 4 353 3 208 2 332 1670 1176 
34 889 49 422 62 052 72 102 79 453 84 278 86 891 87 643 86 884 84 932 82 066 
78 525 74 506 70 175 65 663 61078 56 504 52 006 47 635 43 429 39 414 35 611 
32 030 28 680 25 561 22 674 20 014 17 575 15 350 13 330 11505 9 865 
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Amplitude Histogram Data 
101139 157811 156701 136754 112611 89421 68 874 
51 369 36 834 25 052 15 786 8 832 4 026 
94 307 134 648 135 316 125 499 112 883 99 811 86 988 
74 536 62 346 50 208 37 865 25 098 12 045 
70 588 115 159 127 424 123 180 111471 96 850 81586 
66 818 53 112 40 746 29 863 20 550 12 879 
141900 111176 87 815 72 192 61120 52 830 46 310 
40 927 36 225 31790 27 102 21165 10 970 
94 261 113 714 106 378 95 928 85 914 76 880 68 734 
61236 54 096 46 981 39 457 30 878 20 152 
60 473 93 735 100 168 97 619 91696 84 419 76 548 
68 328 59 761 50 702 40 892 29 977 17 628 
84 350 171998 196 444 182 946 154 003 121738 91764 
66 287 45 836 30 162 18 680 10 694 5 495 
116 477 174 407 174 316 152 422 124 732 97 620 73 466 
53 005 36 300 23 160 13 313 6 468 2 309 
46 159 82 271 92 399 90 400 83 099 73 627 63 461 
53315 43541 34321 25 770 18001 11174 
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Amplitude Histogram Data 
0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 12 744 
101789 149 518 155 471 140 986 118 731 95 030 72 848 53 466 37 327 24 464 14 710 
7 792 3 366 1000 0 125 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 
0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 15 805 
103 719 139 168 144 394 136 602 123 444 108 365 92 956 77 964 63 739 50 448 38 191 
27 074 17 271 9 102 3 139 0 238 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 
; 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 10 174 
73 822 114 203 128 025 126 223 116 193 102 194 86 639 70 909 55 820 41886 29 468 
18 868 10 385 4 330 0 951 0 015 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 
0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 29 236 
126 316 112 494 94 835 79 920 67 792 57 838 49 502 42 351 36 058 30 361 25 038 
19 884 14 691 9 241 3 465 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 
0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 25 315 
113156 118862 111567 102 016 92618 83 933 76011 68 751 62 009 55 628 49442 
43 266 36 881 30 002 22 236 13 067 2 628 0 000 0 000 0 000 
0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 13 354 
71753 97 809 105 470 104 465 99 276 92 032 83 791 75 087 66 189 57 224 48 247 
39 281 30 352 21540 13 070 5 556 0 620 0 000 0 000 0 000 
0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 4 697 
113314 199771 217449 198 079 165 543 131678 101379 76 162 56 043 40 443 28613 
19 814 13 394 8 804 5 597 3 418 1986 1083 0 544 0 245 
0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 17 557 
114 533 183 848 196 959 176 346 142 856 108 323 78 089 53 868 35 606 22 496 13 506 
7 634 4 004 1908 0 800 0 280 0 075 0 013 0 001 0 000 
0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 2 323 
64 327 92 865 98 687 94 939 87 264 78 127 68 644 59 330 50 412 41986 34 086 
26 727 19 931 13 755 8 324 3 890 0 922 0 001 0 000 0 000 
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APPENDIX F: MATLAB CODE 
Appendix F 1. DataFiltering.m 
clear;clc; 
% Data_Filtering.m 
% Perform the data filtering phase 
Basic information 
vessel_num = 'SN002'; % VARIABLE 
number_points = 2000; % VARIABLE 
number_points2 = 4000; % in case needed 
filename = strcat(vessel num,'.txt'); 
Taking first ## of points 
% Import data from raw file to data original 
% open the specified file 
fid=fopen(filename,'r'); 
% read strings delimited by a carriage return 
InputComment = textscan(fid, '%s',11, 'delimiter','\n'); 
% scan the data from the file 
InputData = textscan (fid, ' %f %s %f %f %f %f %f %f % f ) ; 
datacount=length(InputData{1,1}); 








































































% calculate frequency (Hz) 
data_original(:,frequency) = (data_original(:, counts) ... 
./ (data_original(:,duration)*10A 
-6 )), 
% plot raw data 
figure(1); % pressure profile 
plot (data_original (: , points) , data_origmal (:, pressure) , ' 
xlabel('Number of hit'); 
ylabel('Quantitative pressure'); 
titlename = strcat('Pressure Profile - ',vessel_num); 
title(titlename); 
figname = strcat('data_raw_',vessel_num,'_Pressure.fig') 
saveas(1,figname);close(1) ; 
figure(2); % amplitude histogram 
hist(data_original(:,amplitude),60:100) ; 
xlabel('Amplitude (dB)'); 
ylabel('Frequency of Occurrence'); 
titlename = strcat('Amplitude Histogram 
title(titlename); 
figname = strcat('data_raw_',vesseljnum,' 
saveas(2,figname);close(2); 








titlename = strcat ('Counts vs Duration ',vessel_num); 
title(titlename); 
figname = strcat('data_raw_',vessel_num,'_CvsD.fig'); 
saveas(3,figname);close (3); 
figure (4); % frequency histogram 
hist(data_original(:,frequency)); 
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)'); 
ylabel('Frequency of Occurrence1); 





% 1st filtering: Remove high and low freq: 50 kHz < frequency > 100kHz 
% 
counter1 = 1; 
for index = 1:length(data_original) 
if data_original(index,frequency) > 20000 &&... 
data_original(index, frequency) < 100000 
data_l_Filt(counterl,:) = data_original(index,:); 
temp = counterl, 
counterl temp + 1; 
end 
end 
% plot 2nd filtered data 
figure(1); % pressure profile 
plot(data_l_Filt(:,points),data_l_Filt(:,pressure) , ' ' ) ; 
xlabel('Number of hit'); 
ylabel('Pressure (psi)'); 
titlename = strcat ('Pressure Profile ',vessel_num); 
title(titlename); 
figname = strcat('data_lfilt_',vessel_num,'_Pressure.fig'); 
saveas(1,figname);close(1); 
figure (2); % amplitude histogram 
hist(data_l_Filt(:,amplitude),60:100) ; 
xlabel('Amplitude (dB)'); 
ylabel('Frequency of Occurrence'); 
titlename = strcat('Amplitude Histogram ',vessel_num); 
title(titlename); 
figname - strcat('data_lfilt_',vessel_num,'_AmpHist.fig'); 
saveas(2,figname);close(2); 
figure(3), % counts vs duration 
plot(data_l_Filt(:,counts),data_l_Filt(:,duration) , ' . ' ) ; 
xlabel('Counts'); 
ylabel('Duration (psec)'); 
titlename = strcat ('Counts vs Duration ',vessel_num); 
title(titlename); 
figname = strcat('data_lfilt_',vessel_num, '_CvsD.fig'); 
saveas(3,figname);close(3); 
figure (4); % frequency histogram 
hist(data_l_Filt(:,frequency) ) ; 
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)'); 
ylabel('Frequency of Occurrence1); 
titlename = strcat('Frequency Histogram ',vessel_num); 
F2 
title(titlename); 
figname = strcat('data_lfilt_',vessel_num,'_FreqHist.fig'); 
saveas(4,figname);close (4); 
% 
% 2nd filtering: Parametric Filtering Method 
% - Remove zero-energy hits 
% - Remove duration > 100msec (100000 4" sec) 
% Remove risetime > 25msec(25000i sec) 
% 
counter2 = 1; 
for index = 1:(length(data_l_Filt)) 
if data_l_Filt(index,channel) == 1 
if data_l_Filt(index, energy) > 0 
if data_l_Filt(index, duration) < 100000 
if data_l_Filt(index,risetime) < 25000 
data_2_Filt(counter2,•) = data_l_Filt(index,:); 
temp = counter2; 






% plot 1st filtered data 
figure(1); % pressure profile 
plot(data_2_Filt(:,points),data_2_Filt(:,pressure) , ' ' ) ; 
xlabel('Number of hit'); 
ylabel('Pressure (psi)'); 
titlename = strcat ('Pressure Profile ' , vessel__num) ; 
title(titlename); 
figname = strcat('data_2filt_',vessel_num,'_Pressure.fig'); 
saveas(1,figname);close(1); 
figure (2); % amplitude histogram 
hist(data_2_Filt(:,amplitude) , 60:100) ; 
xlabel('Amplitude (dB)'); 
ylabel('Frequency of Occurrence'); 
titlename = strcat('Amplitude Histogram ',vessel_num); 
title(titlename); 
figname = strcat('data_2filt_',vessel_num,'_AmpHist.fig'); 
saveas(2,figname);close (2); 
figure(3); % counts vs duration 
plot(data_2_Filt(:,counts),data_2_Filt(:,duration) , ' ' ) , 
xlabel('Counts'); 
ylabel('Duration (usee)'); 
titlename = strcat ('Counts vs Duration - ',vessel_num); 
title(titlename); 
figname = strcat('data_2filt_',vessel_num,'_CvsD.fig1); 
saveas(3,figname);close(3); 




ylabel('Frequency of Occurrence'); 
titlename = strcat('Frequency Histogram ',vessel_num); 
title (titlename); 
figname = strcat('data_2filt_',vessel_num,'_FreqHist.fig'); 
saveas(4,figname);close(4) ; 
% 
% 3rd filtering: Remove negative quantitative pressure 
% 
counter3 = 1; 
for index = 1:length(data_2_Filt) 
if data_2_Filt(index,pressure) > 0 
data_3_Filt(counter3,:) data_2_Filt(index,:); 
temp = counter3; 
counter3 = temp + 1; 
end 
end 
% plot 3rd filtered data 
figure(1); % pressure profile 
plot(data_3_Filt(:,points),data_3_Filt(:,pressure) , ' ' ) ; 
xlabel('Number of hit'); 
ylabel('Pressure (psi)'); 
titlename = strcat ('Pressure Profile ',vessel_num); 
title(titlename); 
figname = strcat('data_3filt_',vessel_num,'_Pressure.fig'); 
saveas(1,figname);close(1); 
figure(2); % amplitude histogram 
hist(data_3_Filt(:,amplitude) , 60:100) ; 
xlabel('Amplitude (dB) ' ) ; 
ylabel('Frequency of Occurrence'); 
titlename = strcat('Amplitude Histogram ',vessel_num); 
title(titlename); 
figname = strcat('data_3filt_',vessel_num,'_AmpHist.fig'); 
saveas(2,figname);close (2); 
figure(3); % counts vs duration 
plot(data_3_Filt(:,counts),data_3_Filt(:,duration) , ' ' ) ; 
xlabel('Counts ' ); 
ylabel('Duration (ysec)'); 
titlename = strcat ('Counts vs Duration ',vessel_num); 
title(titlename); 
figname = strcat('data_3filt_',vessel_num,'_CvsD.fig'); 
saveas(3,figname);close(3); 
figure(4); % frequency histogram 
hist(data_3_Filt(:,frequency) ) ; 
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)'); 
ylabel('Frequency of Occurrence'); 
titlename = strcat('Frequency Histogram ',vessel_num); 
title(titlename); 
figname = strcat('data_3filt_',vessel_num,'_FreqHist.fig'); 
saveas(4,figname);close(4); 
% Taking first 2000 data points 
% 
counter4 = 1; 
for index = 1:1:number_points 
data_2000(counter4,:) = data_3_Filt(index,:); 
temp = counter4; 
F4 
counter4 temp + 1; 
index 
end 
% plot filtered data using first 2000 data points 
figure(1); % pressure profile 
plot(data_2000(:,points),data_2000(:,pressure) , ' ' ) ; 
xlabel('Number of hit'); 
ylabel('Pressure (psi)'); 
titlename = strcat('Pressure Profile ',vessel_num); 
title(titlename); 
figname = strcat('data_2000_',vessel_num,'_Pressure.fig'); 
saveas(1,figname);close(1); 
figure(2); % amplitude histogram 
hist(data_2000(:,amplitude) , 60:100) ; 
xlabel('Amplitude (dB)'); 
ylabel(*Frequency of Occurrence'); 
titlename = strcat{'Amplitude Histogram ',vessel_num); 
title(titlename); 
figname = strcat (' data_2000__' , vessel_num, '_AmpHist. fig ') ; 
saveas(2,figname);close (2); 
figure(3); % counts vs duration 
plot(data_2000(:,counts),data_2000(:,duration) , ' . ' ) ; 
xlabel('Counts'); 
ylabel('Duration (usee)'); 
titlename = strcat ('Counts vs Duration ',vessel_num); 
title(titlename); 
figname = strcat('data_2000_',vessel_num,'_CvsD.fig'); 
saveas(3,figname);close(3); 
figure (4), % frequency histogram 
hist(data_2000(:,frequency)); 
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)'); 
ylabel('Frequency of Occurrence 1), 
titlename = strcat('Frequency Histogram ',vessel_num); 
title(titlename); 
figname = strcat('data_2000_',vessel_num,'_FreqHist.fig'); 
saveas(4,figname);close (4); 
% 
% Calculate the bin size and create histogram for filtered data 
% 
% Find the size of the data set 
data_size = size(data_2000,1); 
% Calculating standard deviation for amplitude 
standev = std(data_2000); 
% Calculating bin size by Square root choice 
data_2000_bin_sqrt = sqrt(data_size); 
% Calculating bin size by Scott's choice with skewness factor 
for l = 1:10 
h_scott(l,i) = (3.5*standev(l,i))/(data_sizeA(1/3)) ; 
data_2000_bin_scott(l,i) = ((max(data_2000(: ,i)))-... 
(min(data_2000(:,i))))/(h_scott(1,l)), 
skewness_fact(l,i) = ( (2A (1/3))*standev(1,I))/... 
( (exp( (5/4) * (standevd, I ) ) A2) ) * ( ( (standev (1, I ) ) A2 + 2) A (1/3) ) *. . . 
( (exp( (standevd, i) ) A2)-1) A (1/2) ) ) , 
end 
% Creating histogram 
figure(1); % using square root choice as bin size 
hist(data_2000(:,amplitude),data_2000_bin_sqrt); 
[freq_count_data2000_Sqrt ,bm_location_data2000_Sqrt] = . . . 
h i s t (data_2000 ( : , amplitude) , data_2000_bm_sqrt) ; 
F5 
title('Filtered data / Amplitude Histogram using bin size = Square root'); 
xlabel('Amplitude (dB)'); 
ylabel('Frequency of Occurrence'); 
filename = strcat('data_2000_',vessel_num,'_AmpHist_Sqrt.fig'), 
saveas(1,filename);close(1); 
figure(2); % using scott's choice as bin size 
hist(data_2000(:,amplitude),data_2000_bin_scott(1,amplitude)); 
[freq_count_data2000_Scott,bin_location_data2000_Scott] = ... 
hist(data_2000(:,amplitude),data_2000_bin_scott(1,amplitude)); 
title('Filtered data / Amplitude Histogram using bin = Scott choice'); 
xlabel('Amplitude (dB)'); 
ylabel('Frequency of Occurrence'); 
filename = strcat('data_2000_',vessel_num,'_AmpHist_Scott.fig'); 
saveas(2,filename);close (2); 
% 
% Save the data 
% 




Appendix F 2. DataToBPNNfilteredData.m 
clear;clc; 
DataToBPNN_filteredData.m 
Creating data set for BPNN burst pressur prediction by using 
amplitude histogram for filtered data. 
^Prepare 'Filtered_data_SN###.mat * for all vessel from Data_Filtering.m 
Basic information 
vessel_num = [ '002 ' ;'005';'009';'010';'013';'014'; .. 
'018' ; '020';'025';'026']; 
vessel_count = length(vessel_num); 
% corresponding burst pressure 
vessel_pressure = [1880;2960;2544;2460;2874;2390;2864 ; 1967 ; 2393; 2675] ; 
% Loading mat files and create data cell contains following information 
% vessel{1,idx} = vessel number 
% vessel{2,idx} = mechanism number 
% vessel{3,idx} = bin size from squareroot choice 
% vessel{4,idx} = frequence of occurrence from hist using sqrt choice 
% vessel{5,idx} = bin location from hist using sqrt choice 
% vessel{6,idx} = bin size from scott's choice 
% vessel{7,idx} = frequence of occurrence from hist using scotts choice 
% vessel{8,idx} = bin location from hist using scotts choice 
% vessel{9,idx} = average bin size of scott's choice 
% vessel{10,idx} = frequence of occurrence from hist using ave scotts 
% vessel{11,idx} = bin location from hist using ave scotts 
% 
sum_scott 0; 
for idx = 1 : vessel_count 
filename strcat('Filtered_data_SN',vessel_num(idx,1:3),'.mat'); 
load(filename); 
vessel{1,idx} = vessel_num(idx,1:3) ; 
vessel {2, idx} = 'Amplitudes-
vessel { 3, idx} = data_2000_bin_sqrt; 
[vessel{4,idx},vessel{5,idx}] = hist(data_2000(:,8),vessel{3, idx}); 
vessel{6,idx} = data_2000_bin_scott(1, 8) ; 
[vessel{7,idx},vessel{8,idx}] = hist(data_2000{:,8),vessel{6, idx}); 
sum_scott sum_scott + data_2000__bm_scott (1, 8 ) ; 
end 
for idx = 1 • vessel_count 
filename = strcat('Filtered_data_SN',vessel_num(idx,1:3),'.mat'); 
load(filename); 
vessel{8,idx} = sum_scott / vessel_count; 
[vessel{9,idx},vessel{10,idx}] = hist(data_2000(:,8),vessel{8,idx}); 
[vessel{11,idx},vessel{12,idx}] hist(data_2000(:,8),50:1:100); 
end 
% Creating input data for the network Bin size using Squareroot choice 
% 





% Creating input data for the network - Bin size using AVERAGE Scotts 
% 
for idx = 1. vessel_count 
data_input_scott(:,idx) = vessel{9,idx}'; 
end 
a _ 
% Creating input data for the network Bin size using amplitude range 
% 
for idx = 1: vessel_count 
data_mput_amprange (: , idx) = vessel {11, idx} ' ; 
end 
% 
% Creating target data for the network 
% 
data_target = vessel_pressure'; 





Appendix F 3. SOMClassification.m 
clear;clc; 
% SOM_Classification.m 
% Perform SOM classification 
% Prepare: 'classified_SN###.mat' file 
% Basic information 
% 
vessel num = 'SN026';% VARIABLE-
% loading mat file 
load(strcat('Filtered data ',vessel num,'.mat')), 
% Creating & training SOM 
% number of clustered data, value = 2 to 6 (prgrammg issue) 
classifying = 6; % VARIABLE % 
% net = newsom(p,dims,tfen,dfcn,olr,osteps, tlr, tnd) 
% this approarch increase significant amount of run time 
data_2000 = data_2000'; 
input = data_2000((6:8),:); % input vector 
kohonen = [1 classifying]; % size of kohonen layer 
TFCN = 'hextop'; % topology function 
DFCN = 'linkdist'; % distance function 
STEPS = 100; % steps for neighborhoood to shrink to 1 
IN = 70; % initial neighborhood size 
% create self-organizing map 
net newsom(input,kohonen,TFCN,DFCN,STEPS,IN); 
% training parameter (most of them are default) 
net.trainParam.epochs 100; % maximum number of epochs to train 
net.trainParam.show 25; % between displays 
net.trainParam.showCommandLine = false; % generate command line output 
net.trainParam.showWindow = true; % show training GUI 
net.trainParam.show 25; % epochs between displays 
net.trainParam.time = inf; % maximum time to train in seconds 
% train neural network to classifying the data 
[net_updated,training_record,net_output] = train(net,data_2000((6:8),:)), 
% Data manipulation, assign classified data into separate array 
% 
a = 1; b = 1; c = 1; d = 1; e 1; f = 1; 
for idx = 1:size(net_output,2) 
if net_output(1,idx) == 1 
data_classified{l,1} {:,a) = data_2000(•,idx); 
a = a f 1; 
end 
if net_output(2,idx) == 1 
data_classified{2,1}(:,b) = data_2000(:,idx); 
b = b + 1; 
end 
if classifying >= 3 
if net_output(3,idx) == 1 
data_classified{3,1}(:,c) = data_2000(:,idx); 




if classifying >= 4 
if net_output(4,idx) == 1 
data_classified{4, 1} (: ,d) = data_2000{:,idx) , 
d = d + 1; 
end 
end 
if classifying >= 5 
if net_output(5,idx) == 1 
data_classified{5,1} (:,e) data_2000(:,idx) , 
e e + 1; 
end 
end 
if classifying == 6 
if net_output(6,idx) == 1 
data_classified{6,1} ( .,f) data_2000(:,idx) , 





facecolor = ['r';'g';'b';'c';'m';'y']; 
facecolor2 = [' . r ' ; ' . g ' ; ' . b ' ; ' . c ' ; ' . m' ; ' . y' ] ; 
mdexnum = [' 1' ; ' 2 ' ; ' 3 ' , ' 4 ' ; ' 5 ' , ' 6 ' ] ; 
hist_limit = 180; % VARIABLE % choose max freq of occu from figures 
% amplitude histogram 
for idx = 1:classifying 
figure(idx); 
hist(data_classified{idx,1} (8, :),60:100) ; 





xlabel('Amplitude(dB)'); ylabel('Frequency of Occurrence'); 
title(strcat('Amplitude Histogram for classified data # = ',... 
indexnum(idx))); 
filename = strcat('SOM_',vessel_num,'_AmpHist_*,indexnum(idx),'.fig'); 
saveas(idx,filename); close(idx); 
end 
% amplitude(dB) vs. average frequency(kHz) 
figure (10); 
for idx = 1:classifying 




xlabel('Average Frequency (kHz)'); 
ylabel('Amplitude (dB)'); 
title('Amplitude vs Average Frequency of Classified Data'); 
filename = strcat('SOM_',vessel_num,'_AmpVsAveFreq.fig'); 
saveas(10,filename); close (10); 
% counts vs. duratin 
figure (11) ; 
for idx = 1:classifying 





xlabel('Counts');ylabel('Duration (t sec) ' ) ; 
title ('Counts vs. Duration of Classified Data'); 
filename = strcat('SOM_',vessel_num,'_CountVsDura.fig'); 
saveas(11,filename); close (11); 
% 3D plot: amplitude, duration, energy 
figure (12) ; 
for idx = 1:classifying 
plot3(data_classified{idx,1} (8, :),data_classified{idx,1} (6, :) , ... 




xlabel('Amplitude');ylabel('Energy *);zlabel('Duration (t sec) ' ) ; 
title('Amplitude vs. Energy vs. Duration of Classified Data'); 
filename = strcat('SOM_',vessel_num,'_3D.fig'); 
saveas(12,filename); close (12); 
% saving variables for further process 
filename = strcat('SOM_classification_',vessel_num,'.mat'); 
save(filename,'data_classifled'); 
Fll 
Appendix F 4. DataToBPNNclassifledData.m 
clear;clc; 
DataToBPNN_classifledData.m 
Creating data set for BPNN burst pressur prediction by using 
amplitude histogram for Classified data 
•Prepare 'SOM_classification_SN###.mat' for all vessel 
•Identify which data is the matrix cracking data before hand 
Basic information 
vessel_num = [»002';'005';'009';'010';'013 ' ;'014'; . .. 
'018';'020';'025';'026']; 
vessel_count = length(vessel_num); 
% corresponding burst pressure 
vessel_pressure = [1880;2960;2544;2460;2874;2390;2864;1967;2393;2675], 
% index for matrix cracking data of corresponding vessel 
vessel crack_id = [4;4,6;5;6;6;4;5;5;6]; 
Loading mat files and create data cell contains following information 
vessel_class{1,idx} = vessel number 
vessel_class{2,idx} = mechanism number 
vessel_class{3,idx} = bin size from squareroot choice 
vessel_class{4,idx} = frequence from hist using sqrt choice 
vessel_class{5,idx} = bin location from hist using sqrt choice 
vessel_class{6,idx} = bin size from scott's choice 
vessel_class{7,idx} = frequence from hist using scotts choice 
vessel_class{8,idx} = bin location from hist using scotts choice 
vessel_class{9,idx} = average bin size of square root choice 
vessel_class{10,idx} frequence from hist using ave sqrt 
vessel_class{11,idx} bin location from hist using ave sqrt 
vessel_class{12,idx} average bin size of scott's choice 
vessel_class{13,idx} frequence from hist using ave scotts 
vessel_class{14,idx} bin location from hist using ave scotts 
sum_scott = 0; sum_sqrt 0; 
amplitude = 8; 
for idx = 1 vessel count 
filename = strcat{'SOM_classification_SN',vessel_num(idx, 1:3), '.mat'), 
load(filename); 
data = data_classified{vessel_crack_id(idx),1}'; 
% Find the size of the data set 
data_size = size(data,1); 
% Calculating standard deviation for amplitude 
standev = std(data); 
% Calculating bin size by Square root choice 
data_classif ied_bm_sqrt = sqrt(data_size); 
% Calculating bin size by Scott's choice with skewness factor 
for l = 1:10 
h_scott (l,i) = (3. 5*standevd, I) ) / (data_sizeA (1/3) ) ; 
data_classified_bin_scott(1,I) = ... 
((max(data(:,l)))-(min(data(:,I))))/(h_scott(1,l)); 
skewness_fact(l,i) = ( (2A (1/3))*standev(1,I))/... 
( (exp( (5/4)*(standev(l,i))A2))*.. 
F12 
( ( (standev{l,i) ) A2+2) A (1/3) ) * { (exp ( (standevd, i) ) A2)-1) A (1/2) ) ) ; 
end 
vessel_class{1,idx} - vessel_num(idx,1:3); 
vessel_class{2,idx} 'Amplitude'; 
vessel_class{3,idx} = data_classified_bin_sqrt; 
[vessel_class{4,idx},vessel_class{5, idx}] = ... 
hist (data( ,8),vessel_class{3,idx}); 
vessel_class{6,idx} - data_classified_bin_scott(1, 8) ; 
[vessel_class{7,idx),vessel_class{8, idx}] = ... 
hist(data(:,8),vessel_class{6,idx}); 
sum_scott = sum_scott + data_classified_bin_scott(1, 8); 
sum_sqrt = sum_sqrt + data_classified_bin_sqrt; 
end 
% create the histogram data based on average scott and sqrt choice 
for idx = 1 . vessel_count 
filename = strcat('SOM_classification_SN',vessel_num(idx,1:3),'.mat'); 
load(filename); 
data = data_classified{vessel_crack_id(idx),1}'; 
vessel_class{9,idx} = sum_sqrt / vessel_count; 
[vessel_class{10,idx},vessel_class{11,idx}] ... 
hist(data(:,amplitude),vessel_class{9, idx}); 
vessel_class{12,idx} = sum_scott / vessel_count; 
[vessel_class{13,idx},vessel_class{14,idx}] ... 
hist(data(:,amplitude),vessel_class{12, idx}) ; 
[vessel_class{15,idx},vessel_class{16,idx}] = ... 
hist(data(:,amplitude),50:1:80); 
% Creating histogram 
figure(1); % using square root choice as bin size 
hist(data(:,amplitude),vessel_class{9,idx}); 
title('Classifled data / Amplitude Histogram'... 
,' using bin size = Average Square root choice'); 
xlabel('Amplitude (dB)'); 
ylabel('Frequency of Occurrence'); 
filenamel = strcat{'data_Classified_',... 
vessel_num(idx,1:3),'_AmpHist_AveSqrt.fig'); 
saveas(1,filenamel);close(1); 
figure (2); % using scott's choice as bin size 
hist(data(:,amplitude),vessel_class{12,idx}); 
title('Classifled data / Amplitude Histogram',... 
' using bin = Average Scott choice'); 
xlabel('Amplitude (dB)'); 
ylabel('Frequency of Occurrence'); 
filename = strcat('data_Classified_',.. 
vessel_num(idx,1:3),'_AmpHist_AveScott.fig'); 
saveas(2,filename);close(2); 
figure (3); % using amplitude range as bin size 
hist(data(:,amplitude),50:1:80); 
title('Classifled data / Amplitude Histogram',... 
' using bin Amplitude range'); 
xlabel('Amplitude (dB)'); 
ylabel('Frequency of Occurrence'); 
xlim([50 80]); 






% Creating input data for the network Bin size using Squareroot choice 
% 




% Creating input data for the network Bin size using AVERAGE Scotts 
% 




% Creating input data for the network Bin size using amplitude range 
% 
for idx = 1: vessel_count 
data_input_classified_amprng(:,idx) = vessel_class{15,idx}'; 
end 
I 
% Creating target data for the network 
% 
data_target = vessel_pressure'; 
saving data set into .mat file 





Appendix F 5. MathematicalModelShapiro.m 
clear;clc; 
% Mathematical_Model_Shapiro.m 
% Selection and parameter estimation of Johnson distribution 
% *Prepare 'SOM_classification_SN###.mat' for all vessel 
% *Identiy which data is the matrix cracking data before hand 
% 
% 
% Basic information 
% 
vessel_num ['002';'005'; '009'; '010';'013';'014';. . . 
'018' ; '020';'025';'026']; 
vessel_count = length<vessel_num); 
% index of matrix cracking data for corresponding vessel 
vessel_crack_id = [4,4;6,5;6;6;4;5;5;6]; 
% 
% Bin size calculation 
% 
temp_sqrt = 0; temp_scott = 0; % use this later 
for idx = 1:vessel_count; 
% load the specified vessel data 
filename = strcat('SOM_classification_SN',vessel_num(idx,1:3),'.mat'); 
load(filename); 
% create another variable for matrix cracking data 
data = data_classified{vessel_crack_id(idx) , 1}' ; 
% find the size of the data 
data_size = size(data,1); 
% calculate standard deviation for data 
data_standev = std(data); 
% calculate bin size by Square root choice 
data_bin_sqrt sqrt(data_size); 
% calculate bin size by Scott's choice 
for I 1:10 
data_h_scott(1,I) = (3.5*data_standev(1,I))/(data_sizeA(1/3)); 
data_bin_scott (1, I) = ( (max (data (:, l) ))- (mm (data (:, I) )))/.. . 
(data_h_scott(1,l)); 
end 
% store basic information and bin size 
mathmodel{1,idx} = vessel_num(idx,1:3); 
mathmodel{2,idx} = data; 
mathmodel{3,idx} data_bin_sqrt; 
mathmodel{4,idx} data_bin_scott; 
temp_sqrt = temp_sqrt + mathmodel{3,idx}; 
temp_scott = temp_scott + mathmodel{4,idx} (1,8); 
end 
% calculate the average bin size for each Din size methods 
for idx = 1:vessel_count 
mathmodel{5,idx} = temp_sqrt / vessel_count; 
F15 
mathmodel{6,idx} = temp_scott / vessel_count; 
end 
for idx = 1:vessel_count 
counter_shapiro = 1; 
for z = 0.500:0.001:1.500 
% 
% Type Selection 
% 
% store the z value 
shapiro{1,counter_shapiro} = z; 
% percentage to corresponding 3z,^.,-z,-3z 
percentage(1,1) = normcdf(z*3,0,1)*100.000; % for x3z 
percentage(2,1) = normcdf(z,0,1)*100.000; % for xz 
percentage(3,1) = normcdf(z*-l,0,1)*100.000; % for x-z 
percentage(4,1) = normcdf(z*-3,0,1)*100.000; % for x-3z 
% percentile to corresponding 3z,^,-z,-3z 
for pre = 1 4 
percentile(pre,1) = prctile(mathmodel{2,idx} (:,8),.. . 
percentage(pre,1)); 
end 
% store the percentile values 
shapiro{2,counter_shapiro} = percentile; 
% calculate m, n, p, and mnp values 
m = percentile(1,1) percentile(2,1); 
n = percentile (3,1) percentile(4,1); 
p = percentile(2,1) percentile (3,1); 
mnp = (m*n)/(pA2), 
% store the calculated m, n, p, and mnp 
shapiro{3,counter_shapiro} = m; 
shapiro{4,counter_shapiro} = n; 
shapiro{5,counter_shapiro} = p; 
shapiro{6,counter_shapiro} = mnp; 
% select the type of Johnson distribution based on mnp value 
if mnp < 0.999 
type = 'bounded'; 
type_num = 1; 
elseif mnp > 1.001 
type = 'un-bounded'; 
type_num = 2; 
elseif 0.999 < mnp && mnp < 1.001 
type = 'lognormal'; 
type_num = 3; 
end 
% store the result from type selection 
shapiro{7,counter_shapiro} = type; 




mp = m/p; 
np = n/p; 
pm = p/m; 
pn = p/n; 
% for bounded case 
if type_num == 1 
para_neta = z /(acosh ( (1/2)*((1+pm)*(l+pn))A(1/2))); 
para_gamma = para_neta * ... 
asinh(((pn-pm)*((1+pm)*(l+pn)-4)A(1/2))/(2* (pm*pn-l))); 
para_ramda = (p*(((1+pm)*(l+pn)-2)A2-4)A(l/2))/(pm*pn-l); 
para_epsi = { (percentile (2,1)+percentile(3,1))/2)-... 
(para_ramda/2)+((p*(pn-pm))/(2*(pm*pn-l))); 
end 
% for un-bounded case 
if type_num == 2 
para_neta = (2 * z) / acosh((1/2)*(mp + np)); 
para_gamma = para_neta * asmh((np mp) / (2* (mp*np-l) A (1/2) ) ) ; 
para_ramda = <2*pMmp*np-l) A (1/2) )/( (mp+np-2) * (mp+np+2) A (1/2) ) ; 
para_epsi = ( (percentile(2,1)+percentile(3,1))/2) + ... 
((p*(np-mp))/(2*(mp+np-2))); 
end 
% for lognormal case 
if type_num == 3 
para_neta = (2 * z) / log(mp); 
para_gamma = para_neta * log((mp 1) / (p*(mp)A(1/2))); 
para_ramda = para_gamma; 
para_epsi = ( (percentile(2,1)+percentile(3,1))/2) -... 
(p/2)M(mp+l)/(mp-l)) ; 
end 
% store the estimated johnson parameters 
shapiro{9,counter_shapiro} = para_neta; 
shapiro{10,counter_shapiro} = para_gamma; 
shapiro{11,counter_shapiro} = para_ramda; 
shapiro{12,counter_shapiro} = para_epsi; 
Create mathematical modeled Amplitude graph bin =sqrt choice 
[john_sqrt(:,1),john_sqrt(:,2)] = ... 
hist(mathmodel{2,idx}(:,8),mathmodel{5,idx}); 
for index = 1 : length(john_sqrt) 
% for bounded case 
if shapiro{8,counter_shapiro} == 1 






% for unbounded case 
F17 
if shapiro{8,counter_shapiro} == 2 
john_sqrt(index,3) - shapiro{10,counter_shapiro} +... 
shapiro{9,counter_shapiro}* .. 




% check complex number is obtain and if there, replace with NaN 
test = isreal(john_sqrt(index,3)); 
if test == 0 
john_sqrt(index,3) = nan; 
end 
% generate probability density function 
%john_sqrt(index,4) = normpdf(john_sqrt(index,3),0,1); 
john_sqrt(index,4) = ( shapiro{9,counter_shapiro} /... 
(sqrt(2*pi)) ) * ( shapiro{11,counter_shapiro} /. . 
(( john_sqrt(index,2) shapiro{12,counter_shapiro} ) * . . 
( shapiro{11,counter_shapiro} john_sqrt(index,2) +... 
shapiro{12,counter_shapiro} )) ) *... 
exp((-l/2)*( shapiro{10,counter_shapiro} +... 
shapiro{9, counter_shapiro} * log ( ( ;john_sqrt (index, 2) . . . 
- shapiro{12,counter_shapiro} ) / . . . 
( shapiro{11,counter_shapiro} john_sqrt(index,2)... 
+ shapiro{12,counter_shapiro} )))A2); 
% check complex num is obtain and if there, replace with 0 
test = isreal(john_sqrt(index,4)); 
if test == 0 
john_sqrt(index,4) = 0; 
end 
% calculate the frequency of occurrence 
;john_sqrt (index, 5) = sum (]ohn_sqrt (: , 1) ) * ]ohn_sqrt (index, 4) ; 
% calculate the chi-square value 
john_sqrt(index,6) = (john_sqrt(index, 1) ... 
john_sqrt(index,5))A2 / john_sqrt(index,5); 
end 
% store the result from mathmatically modeled AE data(sqrt) 
shapiro{13,counter_shapiro} = john_sqrt; 
shapiro{14,counter_shapiro} = sum(john_sqrt(:,6)); 
if shapiro{14,counter_shapiro} == 0 
shaipro{14,counter_shapiro} = nan; 
end 
% 
% Create mathematical modeled Amplitude graph bin=scott choice 
[]ohn_scott(:,1),john_scott(:,2)] = ... 
hist(mathmodel{2,idx}(:,8),mathmodel{6,idx}), 
for index 1 : length(3ohn_scott) 
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% for bounded case 
if shapiro{8,counter_shapiro} == 1 
^ohn_scott(index,3) = shapiro{10,counter_shapiro} +... 
shapiro{9,counter_shapiro} *... 
log((]ohn_scott(index,2) ... 
shapiro{12,counter_shapiro} ) /... 
(shapiro{11,counter_shapiro} +... 
shapiro{12,counter_shapiro} -... 
john_scott(index, 2)) ) ; 
end 
% for unbounded case 
if shapiro{8,counter_shapiro} == 2 
john_scott(index,3) = shapiro{10,counter_shapiro} +... 
shapiro{9,counter_shapiro}*.. 




% check complex number is obtain and if there, replace with NaN 
test isreal(john_scott(index, 3) ) ; 
if test == 0 
john_scott(index, 3) = nan; 
end 
% generate probability density function 
john_scott(index,4) = ( shapiro{9,counter_shapiro} / 
(sqrt(2*pi)) ) * ( shapiro{11,counter_shapiro} /.. 
(( ]ohn_scott(index,2) shapiro{12,counter_shapiro} ) * . . 
( shapiro{11,counter_shapiro} - ]ohn_scott(index,2) + 
shapiro{12,counter_shapiro} )) ) * exp((-1/2)*... 
( shapiro{10,counter_shapiro} +... 
shapiro{9,counter_shapiro} * log( ( john_scott(index,2) . .. 
- shapiro{12,counter_shapiro} ) / . . . 
( shapiro{ 11, counter_shapiro} - ;john_scott (index, 2) 
+ shapiro{12,counter_shapiro} )))A2); 
% check NaN is obtain and if there, replace with 0 
test = isreal(john_scott(index,4)); 
if test == 0 
john_scott(index,4) = 0; 
end 
% calculate the frequency of occurrence 
]ohn_scott (index, 5) = sum (john_scott { : , 1) ) * ;john_scott (index, 4) ; 
% calculate the chi-square value 
john_scott(index,6) = (john_scott(index,1) ... 
john_scott(index,5))A2 / john_scott(index,5); 
% check NaN or Inf is obtain and if there, replace with 0 
testl = isnan(john_scott(index,6)); 
test2 = isinf(john_scott(index,6)); 
if testl == 1 %|| test2 == 1 




% store the result from mathmatically modeled AE data(scott) 
shapiro{15,counter_shapiro} = john_scott; 
shapiro{16,counter_shapiro} = sum(john_scott(:,6)); 




% Create mathematical modeled Amplitude graph bin=amplitude range 
% 
[]ohn_amprng(:,1),]ohn_amprng(:,2)] = ... 
hist(mathmodel{2, idx} ( : ,8),50:80); 
for index = 1 : length(john_amprng) 
% for bounded case 
if shapiro{8,counter_shapiro} == 1 
]ohn_amprng(index,3) = shapiro{10,counter_shapiro} +... 
shapiro{9,counter_shapiro} * .. 
log((john_amprng(index,2) ... 
shapiro{12,counter_shapiro})/... 




% for unbounded case 
if shapiro{8,counter_shapiro} == 2 






% check complex number is obtain and if there, replace with NaN 
test = isreal(john_amprng(index,3)); 
if test == 0 
;john_amprng (index, 3) = nan; 
end 
% generate cumulative density function 
]ohn_amprng(index,4) = ( shapiro{9,counter_shapiro} / 
(sqrt(2*pi)) ) * ( shapiro{11,counter_shapiro} /.. 
(( ]ohn_amprng(index,2) shapiro{12,counter_shapiro} ) * . . . 
( shapiro{11,counter_shapiro} john_amprng(index,2) .. 
+ shapiro{12,counter_shapiro} )) ) * exp((-l/2)* 
( shapiro{10,counter_shapiro} +... 
shapiro{9,counter_shapiro} * log(( john_amprng(index,2)... 
- shapiro{12,counter_shapiro} ) / . . . 
( shapiro{11,counter_shapiro} john_amprng(index,2)... 
+ shapiro{12,counter_shapiro} )))A2); 
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% check NaN is obtain and if there, replace with 0 
test = isreal(john_amprng(index, 4) ) ; 
if test == 0 
3ohn_amprng(index, 4) 0; 
end 
% calculate the frequency of occurrence 
john_amprng(index,5) sum(john_amprng{:,1)) * 
john_amprng(index,4); 
% calculate the chi-square value 
]ohn_amprng(index,6) = (john_amprng(index,1) ... 
john_amprng(index,5))A2 / john_amprng(index,5); 
% check NaN or Inf is obtain and if there, replace with 0 
testl = isnan(]ohn_amprng(index,6)); 
test2 = isinf(]ohn_amprng(index, 6) ) ; 




% store the result from mathmatically modeled AE data(amp rng) 
shapiro{17,counter_shapiro} john_amprng; 
shapiro{18,counter_shapiro} sum(john_amprng(:,6)); 
if shapiro{18,counter_shapiro} == 0 
shaipro{18,counter_shapiro} = nan; 
end 
% 
% Counter increment process 
% 
temp = counter_shapiro; 
counter_shapiro = temp + 1; 
end 
% find the lowest chi-score from sqrt choice and store the data cell 
[best_sqrt_score best_sqrt_idx] = m m ( [shapiro {14 ,:}]) ; 
for counter 1:18 
best_sqrt{counter,1} = shapiro{counter,best_sqrt_idx}; 
end 
mathmodel{7,idx} = best_sqrt; 
% find the lowest chi-score from scott choice and store the data cell 
[best_scott_score best_scott_idx] m m ( [shapiro{ 16, }]); 
for counter = 1:18 




% find the lowest chi-score from amp rng and store the data cell 
[best_range_score best_range_idx] = mm([shapiro{18,:}]) ; 
for counter =1:18 
best_range{counter,1} = shapiro{counter,best_range_idx}; 
end 
mathmodel{9,idx} = best_range; 
idx 
end 
% Save results 
filename = strcat('Mathmodel_Shapiro.mat'); 
save(filename,'mathmodel'); 
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% Selection and parameter estimation of Johnson distribution 
% *Prepare 'SOM_classification_SN###.mat' for all vessel 
% *Identify which data is the matrix cracking data before hand 
% 
% 
% Basic information 
% 
vesselnum = ['002';'005';'009';'010';'013';'014';... 
'018';'020';'025';'026']; 
vessel_count = length(vesselnum); 
% index of matrix cracking data for corresponding vessel 
vessel_crack_id = [4;4;6;5;6;6;4;5;5;6]; 
% 
% Bin size calculation 
% 
temp_sqrt = 0, temp_scott = 0; % use this later 
for idx = 1:vessel_count; 
% load the specified vessel data 
filename = strcat('SOM_classification_SN',vessel_num(idx, 1:3),'.mat'); 
load(filename); 
% create another variable for matrix cracking data 
data = data_classified{vessel_crack_id(idx) , 1}'; 
% find the size of the data 
data_size size(data,1); 
% calculate standard deviation for data 
data_standev std(data); 
% calculate bin size by Square root choice 
data_bm_sqrt = sqrt (data_size) ; 
% calculate bin size by Scott's choice 
for I = 1:10 
data_h_scott(1,l) = (3.5*data_standev(1,I))/(data_sizeA(1/3)); 
data_bin_scott (1, I) = ( (max (data (:, 1) ))-(mm (data {:, I) )))/. . 
(data_h_scott(1,l)); 
end 
% store basic information and bin size 
mathmodel{1,idx} vesselnum(idx,1:3); 
mathmodel{2,idx} data; 
mathmodel{3,idx} = data_bin_sqrt; 
mathmodel{4,idx} = data_bin_scott; 
temp_sqrt = temp_sqrt + mathmodel{3,idx}; 
temp_scott = temp_scott + mathmodel{4,idx} (1,8); 
end 
% calculate the average bin size for each bin size methods 
for idx = 1:vessel_count 
mathmodel{5,idx} = temp_sqrt / vessel_count; 
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mathmodel{6,idx} = temp_scott / vessel_count; 
end 
% Johnson fit using Mage 
for idx = 1:vessel_count; 
counter_mage = 1; % for incrementation 
for zl = -1.50:-0.025:-3.00; 
for z2 = -0.50:-0.025:-1.49, 
% set z3 and z4 to satisfy z4-z3=z3-z2=z2-zl 
z3 = 2 * z2 zl; 
z4 = 3 * z2 2 * zl; 
mage{1,counter_mage} = zl; 
mage{2,counter_mage} = z2; 
mage{3,counter_mage} = z3; 
mage{4,counter_mage} = z4; 
% Type Selection 
% percentage to corresponding zl, z2, z3, z4 
percentage(1,1) = normcdf(zl,0,1)*100.000; % for zl 
percentage(2,1) = normcdf(z2,0,1)*100.000, % for z2 
percentage (3,1) = normcdf(z3,0,1)*100.000; % for z3 
percentage(4,1) = normcdf(z4,0,1)*100.000; % for z4 
% percentile to corresponding zl, z2, z3, z4 
for pre = 1 4 
percentile(pre,1) = prctile(mathmodel{2,idx} (:,8),.. . 
percentage(pre,1)), 
end 
% store the information 
mage{5,counter_mage} = percentile; 
% calculate m, 
p = percentile(3, 1) 
m = percentile(4, 1) 
n = percentile (2,1) 
mnp = (m * n)/(pA2); 




% store the information 




% select the type of Johnson distribution based on mnp value 
if mnp < 0.999 
type 'bounded'; 
typenum 1; 
elseif mnp > 1.001 
type = 'un-bounded' 
type_num = 2; 
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elseif 0.999 < mnp && mnp < 1.001 
type = 'lognormal"; 
typenum 3; 
end 
% store the information 
mage{10,counter_mage} = type; 
mage{11,counter_mage} = typenum; 
% Parameter estimation 
if type_num == 1 
mage_a = percentile (2,1) + percentile (4,1) -... 
(2 * percentile (3,1)); 
mage_b = percentile (3,1) A 2 ... 
percentile(2,1) * percentile (4,1); 
mage_c = 2 * percentile(2,1)*percentile(3,1)*... 
percentile (4,1) - ( percentile(2,1) +... 
percentile (4,1) ) * percentile(3,1) A 2; 
mage_d = percentile (1,1) + percentile(3,1) 2 *... 
percentile (2,1); 
mage_e = percentile (2,1) A 2 percentile(1,1) *... 
percentile(3,1); 
mage_f = 2 * percentile(1,1) * percentile (2,1) *... 
percentile (3,1) ( percentile(1,1) + percentile (3,1)).. . 
* percentile (2,1) A 2; 
mage_phi = ( mage_c * mage_d mage_a * mage_f ) /... 
( mage_b * mage_d mage_a * mage_e ); 
mage_theta = ( mage_c * mage_e - mage_b * mage_f ) /... 
( mage_b * mage_d mage_a * mage_e ); 
mage_tau = (- mage_phi / 2) + sqrt(( mage_phiA2 ) /... 
4 - mage_theta); 
% using shape parameter formula 
para_epsi = (- mage_phi / 2) - sqrt(( mage_phiA2 ) . . . 
/ 4-mage_theta); 
para_ramda = 2 * sqrt(( mage_phi ) A 2 / 4 mage_theta); 
para neta = (z2 zl) / log (( (percentile(2,1) - para_epsi) ... 
* (mage_tau percentile(1,1))) /... 
((mage_tau percentile (2,1)) *... 
(percentile (1,1) para_epsi))); 
para_gamma zl paraneta * log((percentile(1,1) -... 
para_epsi) / (mage_tau percentile(1,1))); 
% store the information 
mage{12,counter_mage} = [mage_a;mage_b;mage_c;mage_d;... 
mage_e;mage_f;mage_phi;mage_theta;mage_tau]; 
mage{13,counter_mage} = para_neta; 
mage{14,counter_mage} = para_gamma; 
mage{15,counter_mage} para_ramda; 
mage{16,counter_mage} - para_epsi; 
% Create mathematical modeled Amplitude graph (sqrt choice) 
[mage_sqrt(:,1),mage_sqrt(: , 2)] = ... 
hist(mathmodel{2,idx}(:,8),mathmodel{5,idx}), 
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for index - 1 : length(mage_sqrt) 





% check complex and if there, replace with NaN 
test isreal(mage_sqrt(index,3)); 
if test == 0 
mage_sqrt(index, 3) nan; 
end 
% generate probability density function 
mage_sqrt(index,4) = ( mage{13,counter_mage} /... 
(sqrt(2*pi)) ) * ( mage{15,counter_mage} /... 
(( mage_sqrt(index,2) mage{16,counter_mage} ) * . . 
( mage{15,counter_mage} mage_sqrt(index,2) +... 
mage{16,counter_mage} )) ) * exp( (-1/2)*... 
( mage{14,counter_mage} + mage{13,counter_mage} *. 
log{{ mage_sqrt(index,2) -mage{16,counter_mage})/. 
( mage{15,counter_mage} mage_sqrt(index,2) +... 
mage{16,counter_mage} )))A2); 
% check NaN is obtain and if there, replace with 0 
test isreal(mage_sqrt(index,4)); 
if test == 0 
mage_sqrt(index,4) = 0; 
end 
% calculate the frequency of occurrence 
mage_sqrt(index,5) = sum(mage_sqrt(:,1)) *.. 
mage_sqrt(index,4) , 
% calculate the chi-square value 
mage_sqrt(index,6) (mage_sqrt(index,1) ... 
mage_sqrt(index,5))A2 / .. 
mage_sqrt(index,5); 
% NaN or Inf is obtain and if there, replace with 0 
testl = isnan(mage_sqrt(index,6)); 
test2 = isinf(mage_sqrt(index,6)); 
if testl == 1 
mage_sqrt(index,6) = 0; 
end 
end 
mage{17,counter_mage} = mage_sqrt; 
mage{18,counter_mage} = sum(mage_sqrt(:,6)), 
if mage{18,counter_mage} == 0 
mage{18,counter_mage} = nan; 
end 
% Create mathematical modeled Amplitude graph - bin=scott 
[mage_scott(:,1),mage_scott(: , 2) ] = ... 
hist(mathmodel{2,idx}(:,8),mathmodel{6,idx}), 
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for index = 1 length(mage_scott) 
mage_scott (index,3) = mage{14,counter_mage} +... 
mage{13,counter_mage} *... 
log((mage_scott(index,2) mage{16,counter_mage})/... 
(mage{15,counter_mage} + mage{16,counter_mage} -... 
mage_scott(index, 2))) ; 
% complex number is obtain, replace with NaN 
test = isreal(mage_scott(index,3)); 
if test == 0 
mage_scott(index,3) = nan; 
end 
% generate cumulative density function 
mage_scott(index,4) = { mage{13,counter_mage} /... 
(sqrt(2*pi)) ) * ( mage{15,counter_mage} /... 
(( mage_scott(index,2) mage{16,counter_mage} ) * . . . 
( mage{15,counter_mage} mage_scott(index,2) +... 
mage{16,counter_mage} )) ) * exp( (-1/2)*... 
( mage{14,counter_mage} + mage{13,counterjmage} *... 
log(( mage_scott(index,2) -mage{16,counter_mage})/... 
( mage{15,counter_mage} mage_scott(index,2) +... 
mage{16,counter_mage} )))A2); 
test = isreal(mage_scott(index,4)); 
if test == 0 
mage_scott(index,4) = 0; 
end 
% calculate the frequency of occurrence 
mage_scott(index,5) sum(mage_scott(:,1)) *... 
mage_scott(index,4); 
% calculate the chi-square value 
mage_scott(index,6) = (mage_scott(index,1) - ... 
mage_scott(index, 5) ) A2 / ... 
mage_scott(index,5); 
% NaN or Inf is obtain and if there, replace with 0 
testl = isnan(mage_scott(index,6)); 
test2 = isinf(mage_scott(index,6)); 
if testl == 1 %|| test2 == 1 





if mage{20,counter_mage} == 0 




[mage_range(:,1),mage_range(:,2)] = ... 
hist(mathmodel{2,idx}(:,8),50:1:80); 
for index = 1 . length(mage_range) 
mage_range(index,3) mage{14,counter_mage} +... 
mage{13,counter_mage} *... 
log{(mage_range(index,2) - mage{16,counter_mage})/... 
(mage{15,counter_mage} + mage{16,counter_mage}... 
mage_range(index, 2))); 
% complex number is obtain and if there,replace with NaN 
test = isreal(mage_range(index, 3) ) ; 
if test == 0 
mage_range(index, 3) = nan; 
end 
% generate cumulative distribution function 
mage_range(index,4) = { mage{13,counter_mage} /... 
(sqrt(2*pi)) ) * { mage{15,counter_mage} /... 
(( mage_range(index,2) mage{16,counter_mage})*... 
( mage{15,counter_mage} mage_range(index,2) +... 
mage{16,counter_mage} )) ) * exp((-1/2)*... 
( mage{14,counter_mage} + mage{13,counter_mage} *... 
log(( mage_range(index, 2) -mage{16,counter_mage})/... 
( mage{15,counter_mage} mage_range(index,2) +... 
mage{16,counter_mage} )))A2); 
% check NaN is obtain and if there, replace with 0 
test - isreal(mage_range(index,4)); 
if test == 0 
mage_range(index,4) = 0; 
end 
% calculate the frequency of occurrence 
mage_range(index,5) = sum(mage_range(:,1)) *... 
mage_range(index,4); 
% calculate the chi-square value 
mage_range(index,6) = (mage_range(index,1) ... 
mage_range(index,5))A2 /... 
mage_range(index,5); 
% NaN or Inf is obtain and if there,replace with 0 
testl = isnan(mage_range(index,6)); 
test2 = isinf(mage_range(index,6)); 
if testl == 1 %|| test2 == 1 
mage_range(index,6) = 0; 
end 
end 
mage{21,counter_mage} = mage_range; 
mage{22,counter_mage} = sum(mage_range(:,6)); 
if mage{22,counter_mage} == 0 




% put nan on the unbounded and lognormal case 
if type_num == 2 || typenum == 3 
mage{18,counter_mage} = nan; 
mage{20,counter_mage} = nan; 
mage{22,counter_mage} = nan; 
end 
% Counter incrementation 
temp = counter_mage; 
counter_mage = temp + 1; 
end 
end 
% find the lowest chi-score from sqrt choice and store the data cell 
[best_sqrt_score best_sqrt_idx] = m m ( [mage {18, : } ] ) ; 
for counter = 1:22; 
best_sqrt{counter,1} = mage{counter,best_sqrt_idx}; 
end 
mathmodel{7,idx} = best_sqrt; 
% find the lowest chi-score from scott choice and store the data cell 
[best_scott_score best_scott_idx] = min([mage{20, :} ] ) ; 
for counter = 1:22; 
best_scott{counter,1} = mage{counter,best_scott_idx}; 
end 
mathmodel{8,idx} = best_scott; 
% find the lowest chi-score from mage_range and store the data cell 
[best_range_score best_range_idx] = min([mage{22, :}] ) ; 
for counter = 1:22; 





% Save results 
filename = strcat('Mathmodel_Mage.mat'); 
save(filename,'mathmodel'); 
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% Creating data set for BPNN burst pressure prediction by using 
% mathematically modeled AE data 
% *Prepare 'Mathmodel_Shapiro.mat' for all vessel 
% *Identiy which data is the matrix cracking data before hand 
% 
% 
% Basic information 
% 
vessel num = ['002';'005','009';'010';'013';'014';... 
'018';'020';'025';'026'], 
vessel_count length(vessel_num), 
% corresponding burst pressure 
vessel_pressure = [1880,2960;2544;2460;2874;2390;2864;1967;2393;2675]; 
filename = strcat{'Mathmodel_Shapiro.mat'); 
load(filename), 
% 
% Creating input data for the network Bin size using Squareroot choice 
% 
for idx 1 : vessel_count 
data_mput_shapiro_sqrt (: , idx) = mathmodel{7,idx}{13,1}(:,5); 
end 
% 
% Creating input data for the network Bin size using Scotts choice 
% 
for idx = 1 vessel_count 
data_input_shapiro_scott(:,idx) = mathmodel{8,idx}{15, 1}(:, 5); 
end 
% 
% Creating input data for the network Bin size using Amplitude range 




% Creating input data for the network shape paramters 
% 
for idx = 1 . vessel_count 
data_shape_shapiro_sqrt(:,idx) = [mathmodel{7,idx}{9:12,1}]'; 
data_shape_shapiro_scott{:,idx) = [mathmodel{8,idx}{9:12,1}]*; 
data_shape_shapiro_amprng(:,idx) = [mathmodel{9,idx}{9:12,1}]'; 
end 
% 
% Creating target data for the network 
% 
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data_target = vessel_pressure'; 
% 
% saving data set into .mat file 
% 
filename = strcat('MathModel_Shapiro_data_BPNN.mat'); 
save(filename,'data_input_shapiro_sqrt','data_input_shapiro_scott',... 
'data_mput_shapiro_amprng ' , ' data_target' ) ; 




% Creating amplitude histogram with Johnson fit (Sqrt choice) 
% 
for idx 1 : vessel_count 
neta - mathmodel{7,idx}{9,1}; 
gamma mathmodel{7,idx}{10,1}; 
ramda = mathmodel{7,idx}{11,1}; 
epsi mathmodel{7,idx}{12, 1} ; 
temp(:,1) = 50:0.05:80; 
for idx2 = 1:length(temp) 
temp(idx2,2) = ( neta / (sqrt(2*pi)) ) *... 
( ramda / (( temp(idx2,l) epsi ) * . . . 
( ramda temp(idx2,1) + epsi )) ) *... 
exp((-l/2)*( gamma + neta *... 
log(( temp(idx2,l) - epsi )/( ramda - temp(idx2,l) + epsi)))A2); 
test = isreal(temp<idx2,2)); 
if test == 0 
temp(idx2,2) = 0; 
end 




•FaceColor', [0.97 0.97 0.97]); 
hold on; 
plot(temp(:,1),temp(:,3),'LineWidth',2); 
h = legend('Amplitude Histogram'.'Johnson fit'); 
set (h, 'Interpreter', 'none'); 
name = strcat('Amplitude Histogram(Sqrt choice)',... 
' with Johnson fit(Shapiro) for SN',vesselnum(idx,1:3)); 
title(name); 
xlabel('Amplitude (dB)'); 










% Creating amplitude histogram with Johnson fit (Scott's choice) 
% 
for idx 1 : vessel_count 





for idx2 1:length(temp) 
temp(idx2,2) { neta / <sqrt(2*pi)) ) *... 
( ramda / (( temp(idx2,l) epsi ) * . . . 
( ramda temp(idx2,l) + epsi )) ) *... 
exp((-l/2)*( gamma + neta *... 
log(( temp(idx2,l) epsi )/( ramda temp(idx2,l) + epsi)))A2), 
test = isreal(temp(idx2,2)); 
if test == 0 
temp(idx2,2) = 0; 
end 
temp(idx2,3) = sum(mathmodel{8,idx}{15,1}{:,1)) * temp(idx2,2); 
end 
figure(idx); 
bar(mathmodel{8,idx}{15,1} (:,2),mathmodel{8,idx}{15,1} ( : ,1), ... 
'FaceColor',[0.97 0.97 0.97]), 
hold on; 
plot(temp(:,1),temp(:,3),'LineWidth',2); 
h = legend('Amplitude Histogram','Johnson fit'); 
set(h,'Interpreter','none'); 
name = strcat('Amplitude Histogram(Scott choice)',... 
1
 with Johnson fit(Shapiro) for SN',vessel num(idx,1:3)); 
title(name), 
xlabel('Amplitude (dB)'); 









% Creating amplitude histogram with Johnson fit (Amplitude range) 
% 
for idx = 1 : vessel count 
neta mathmodel{9,idx}{9,1}; 
gamma = mathmodel{9,idx}{10,1}; 
ramda mathmodel{9,idx}{11,1}; 
epsi = mathmodel{9,idx}{12,1}; 
temp(:,1) = 50:0.05:80; 
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for idx2 = 1:length(temp) 
temp(idx2,2) { neta / (sqrt(2*pi)) ) *... 
( ramda / ({ temp(idx2,1) epsi ) * . . . 
( ramda temp(idx2,l) + epsi )) ) *... 
exp((-l/2)*( gamma + neta * log ( ( temp(idx2,l) epsi ) / . . . 
( ramda temp(idx2,l) -t- epsi )))A2); 
test isreal(temp(idx2,2)); 
if test == 0 
temp(idx2,2) = 0; 
end 




'FaceColor', [0.97 0.97 0.97]); 
hold on; 
plot(temp(:,1),temp(:,3),'LineWidth',2); 
h = legend('Amplitude Histogram','Johnson fit'); 
set(h,'Interpreter','none'); 
name = strcat('Amplitude Histogram(Amplitude range)',... 
' with Johnson fit(Shapiro) for SN',vesselnum(idx,1:3)); 
title(name); 
xlabel('Amplitude (dB)'); 
ylabel('Frequency of Occurrence'); 
xlim([50 80]); 
ylim([0 300]); 










% Creating data set for BPNN burst pressure prediction by using 
% mathematically modeled AE data 
% *Prepare 'Mathmodel_Mage.mat' for all vessel 
% *Identify which data is the matrix cracking data before hand 
% 
% 
% Basic information 
% 
vesselnum = ['002';'005';'009';'010';'013';'014';... 
'018';'020';'025';'026']; 
vessel_count = length(vesselnum); 
% corresponding burst pressure 




% Creating input data for the network Bin size using Squareroot choice 
% 
for idx = 1 . vessel_count 
for idx2 = 1 length(mathmodel{7,idx}{17,1}) 
data_input_mage_sqrt(idx2,idx) = mathmodel{7,idx}{17,1}(idx2,5), 
end 
data_input_mage_sqrt(:,idx) = mathmodel{7,idx}{17, 1}(:, 5) ; 
end 
% 
% Creating input data for the network - Bin size using Scotts choice 
% 
for idx = 1 : vessel_count 
data_input_mage_scott(:,idx) = mathmodel{8,idx}{19,1} (:,5); 
end 
% 
% Creating input data for the network - Bin size using Amplitude range 
% 
for idx = 1 vessel_count 
data_mput_mage_amprng ( : , idx) = mathmodel { 9, idx} { 21, 1}(:, 5) ; 
end 
% 
% Creating input data for the network - Shape parameter 
% 
for idx - 1 • vessel_count 
data_shape_mage_sqrt(:,idx) = [mathmodel{7,idx}{13:16, 1}]*; 
data_shape_mage_scott(:,idx) = [mathmodel{8,idx}{13:16,1}]'; 




% Creating target data for the network 
% 
data_target = vessel_pressure'; 
saving data set into .mat file 
filename = strcat('MathModel_Mage_data_BPNN.mat'); 
save(filename, 'data_input_mage_sqrt', 'data_input_mage_scott' , 
' data_mput_mage_amprng ' , ' data_target' ) ; 
filename = strcat('Shape_Mage_data_BPNN.mat'); 
save(filename,'data_shape_mage_sqrt','data_shape_mage_scott', 
.'data_shape_mage_amprng','data_target'); 
% Creating amplitude histogram with Johnson fit (Sqrt choice) 
% 
for idx = 1 vessel count 
neta = mathmodel{7,idx}{13,1}; 
gamma = mathmodel{7,idx}{14 , 1} ; 
ramda = mathmodel{7,idx}{15,1}; 
epsi = mathmodel{7,idx}{16, 1} ; 
temp(:,1) = 50:0.05:80; 
for idx2 = 1:length(temp) 
temp(idx2,2) = ( neta / (sqrt(2*pi)) ) *... 
( ramda / ({ temp(idx2,l) epsi ) * . . . 
( ramda - temp(idx2,l) + epsi )) ) *... 
exp((-l/2)*( gamma + neta *... 
log(( temp(idx2,l) epsi ) / . . . 
( ramda - temp(idx2,l) + epsi )))A2); 
test = isreal(temp(idx2,2)); 
if test == 0 
temp(idx2,2) = 0; 
end 
temp(idx2,3) = sum(mathmodel{7,idx}{17,1}(:, 1)) * temp(idx2,2); 
end 
figure(idx); 
bar(mathmodel{7,idx}{17,1} (: ,2), ... 
mathmodel{7,idx}{17,1} (:, 1) , 'FaceColor', [0.97 0.97 0.97]); 
hold on; 
plot(temp(:,1),temp(:,3),'LineWidth',2); 
h = legend('Amplitude Histogram','Johnson fit'); 
set (h, 'Interpreter', 'none'); 
name = strcat{'Amplitude Histogram(Sqrt choice)', .. 
•with Johnson fit(Mage) for SN',vessel num(idx,1:3)); 
title(name); 
xlabel('Amplitude (dB)'); 
ylabel('Frequency of Occurrence'); 
xlim([50 80]); 
ylim([0 300]); 







% Creating amplitude histogram with Johnson fit (Scott's choice) 
% 
for idx = 1 : vessel_count 
neta = mathmodel{8,idx}{13,1}; 
gamma = mathmodel{8,idx}{14,1}; 
ramda = mathmodel{8,idx}{15,1}; 
epsi mathmodel{8,idx}{16,1}; 
temp(•,1) = 5 0 0.05:80; 
for idx2 1:length(temp) 
temp(idx2,2) ( neta / <sqrt(2*pi)) ) *... 
( ramda / (( temp(idx2,l) epsi ) *... 
( ramda temp(idx2,l) + epsi )) ) *... 
exp((-l/2)*( gamma + neta *... 
log(( temp(idx2,l) epsi)/(ramda temp(idx2,l) + epsi)))A2) 
test = isreal(temp(idx2,2)); 
if test == 0 
temp(idx2,2) = 0; 
end 
temp(idx2,3) = sum(mathmodel{8,idx}{19,1}(:,1)) * temp(idx2,2); 
end 
figure(idx); 
bar(mathmodel{8,idx}{19,1} (: ,2), ... 
mathmodel{8,idx}{19,1} <:,1) , 'FaceColor', [0.97 0.97 0.97]); 
hold on; 
plot(temp(:,1),temp{:,3), 'LineWidth' , 2) ; 
h = legend('Amplitude Histogram','Johnson fit'); 
set(h,'Interpreter','none'); 
name = strcat('Amplitude Histogram(Scott choice)',... 
' with Johnson fit(Mage) for SN',vesselnum(idx,1:3)); 
title(name); 
xlabel('Amplitude (dB)'); 








% Creating amplitude histogram with Johnson fit (Amplitude range) 
% 
for idx = 1 • vessel count 
neta = mathmodel{9,idx}{13,1}; 
gamma = mathmodel{9,idx}{14,1}; 
F36 
ramda = mathmodel{9,idx}{15,1}; 
epsi = mathmodel{9,idx}{16, 1} ; 
temp(:,l) = 50:0.05:80; 
for idx2 = 1:length(temp) 
temp(idx2,2) = { neta / (sqrt(2*pi)) ) *... 
( ramda / (( temp(idx2,l) epsi ) *... 
( ramda temp(idx2,l) + epsi )) ) *. 
exp((-l/2)*( gamma + neta *... 
log((temp(idx2,1) epsi)/(ramda temp(idx2,l) + epsi)))A2); 
test = isreal(temp(idx2,2)); 
if test == 0 
temp(idx2,2) = 0; 
end 




mathmodel{9,idx}{21,1} (:, 1) , 'FaceColor'. [0.97 0.97 0.97]); 
hold on; 
plot (temp (: , 1) , temp (: , 3) , 'LmeWidth' , 2) ; 
h = legend('Amplitude Histogram','Johnson fit1); 
set(h,'Interpreter','none'); 
name = strcat('Amplitude Histogram(Amplitude range)',... 
' with Johnson fit(Mage) for SN',vessel_num(idx,1:3)); 
title(name); 
xlabel('Amplitude (dB)'); 
ylabel('Frequency of Occurrence'); 
xlim([50 80]); 
ylim([0 300]); 






Appendix F 9. BPNN_Prediction.m 
clear;clc; 
BPNN_Prediction.m 
Perform BPNN burst pressure prediction 
•Prepare '##_##_data_BPNN.mat' for prediction 
% Basic information 
% 
load('MathModel_Shapiro_data_BPNN_wo5.mat'); % VARIABLES % 
InputData = data_input_shapiro_scott; % VARIABLES-
TargetData = data_target; 
ini_neuron = 1; 
end_neuron = 20; 
numsamples = 9; % VARIABLES % 
% Plug variables into Neural Network 
% 
neurrange = (end_neuron m i neuron) + 1; 
% initialize all variables to decrease run time 
neur = zeros(1,neurrange); 
error = zeros(neurrange,numsamples); 
bias = cell(1,neurrange); 
wtsl = cell(1,neurrange); 
wts2 = cell(1,neurrange); 
y = cell(1,neurrange); 
i = l; 
lr=0.05; % VARIABLES 
lrinc=1.05; % VARIABLES-
mc=0.99; % VARIABLES 
% change the number of neurons in hidden layer 
for neurons= m i neuron:1:endneuron 
% create the neural network 
net = newff(InputData,TargetData,neurons,{},'trainlm'); 
net.trainParam.lr = lr; %Learning rate 
net.trainParam.lr_inc lrinc; %Learmng rate increase 
net.trainParam.mc = mc; %Momentum coefficient 
net.trainParam.epochs = 55; %Maximum Number of Epochs to Train 
net.trainParam.goal = 2.25e-5; %Performance Goal 
net.trainParam.max_fail 399; %Maximum Validation Failures 
net.trainParam.mem_reduc 1; %Factor to use for memory/speed tradeoff 
net.trainParam.mm_grad le-15; %Minimum performance gradient 
net .trainParam.mu = 0.001; %Imtial mu 
net.trainParam.mu_dec 0.1; %mu decrease factor 
net.trainParam.mu_inc 17; %mu increase factor 
net.trainParam.mu_max 55el0; % Maximum mu 
net.trainParam.show 25; %Epochs between displays(NaN for no displays) 
net.trainParam.showCommandLine = 0; %Generate command-line output 
net.trainParam.showWindow = 1; %Show training GUI 
net.trainParam.time inf; %Maximum time to train in seconds 
% divide input into three sets using specified indices 
net.divideFcn 'divideind'; 
net.divideParam.trainlnd = [17 3 4 6]; 
net.divideParam.vallnd = [2 8]; 
net.divideParam.testlnd = [5 9]; 
% Train the neural network using the input data 
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net = tram (net, InputData, TargetData) ; 
% Use the nueral network. Sim applies the network to 
% original vectors 
y{i}=sim(net,InputData) ; 
% Determine the percent error between the predicted values and the 
% actual values 
for -] = 1:1: numsamples 
error (1, }) = ((y{i}(:j) -TargetData (j ) ) /TargetData (j))*100; 
end 
% Record the values of the weights and biases of the trained network 





% 1 is used to count each run 
i=i+l; 
end 
% Close the training toolbox which opens automatically while training 
nntraintool('close'); 
% 
% Find the Best Network Configuration 
% 
% Determine which run gave the minimum error by comparing the maximum 
% errors of each run and choosing the minimum of the maximum errors. 
[a,p]=max(abs(error), [ ],2); 
[b, I]=min (a) ; 









Appendix F 10. StatisticalAnalysis.m 
clear;clc; 
% Statistical_Analysis.m 
% Perform a multiple linear regression analysis on shape parameters 
% Prepare the 'Shape_Mage_data_BPNN.mat'and 'Shape_Shapiro_data_BPNN.mat' 
% file from DataToBPNN_Math_Mage.m and DataToBPNN_Math_Shapiro.m 
% 
% Basic information 
% 
% vessel number and corresponding burst pressure 
bottle_num = [ '002';'009'; '010'; '013'; '014'; '018'; '020'; '025'; '026']; 
burst_pressure = [1880;2 54 4,2 4 60;2874;2390;2864;1967;2393;2675]; 
vessel_num = length(bottle_num); 
% loading the shape parameter data 
filename = strcat('Shape_Mage_data_BPNN_wo5.mat'); 
load(filename); 
filename = strcat('Shape_Shapiro_data_BPNN_wo5.mat'); 
load(filename); 
% define how many variables are there 
para_shape_mage_amprng 8; % VARIABLE % 
para_shape_mage_scott 8; % VARIABLE % 
para_shape_mage_sqrt 8; % VARIABLE % 
para_shape_shapiro_amprng = 8, % VARIABLE % 
para_shape_shapiro_scott = 8; % VARIABLE % 
para_shape_shapiro_sqrt = 8; % VARIABLE % 
% 
% For bin size = Square root choice using Shapiro 
% 
transpose_S_sqrt = da ta_shape_shapi ro_sqr t ' ; 
for idx = 2 s ize( t ranspose_S_sqr t ,2 ) + 1, 
input_shape_shapi ro_sqr t ( • , idx) = t r anspose_S_sq r t ( : , i dx -1 ) ; 
end 
mput_shape_shapiro_sqrt (: , 1) = 1, 
for idx = l:vessel_num 
input_shape_shapiro_sqrt(idx, 6) =.. . 
input_shape_shapiro_sqrt(idx,2) * input_shape_shapiro_sqrt(idx,5); 
mput_shape_shapiro_sqrt (idx, 7) 
mput_shape_shapiro_sqrt(idx,3) * input_shape_shapiro_sqrt(idx,5); 
input_shape_shapiro_sqrt(idx,8) 
input_shape_shapiro_sqrt(idx,4) * input_shape_shapiro_sqrt(idx,5); 
end 
MLR_shapiro_sqrt regress(burs t_pressure , input_shape_shapi ro_sqr t ) , 
for idx = l:vessel_num 
for idx2 = 1:para_shape_shapiro_sqrt 




Predict_shapiro_sqrt(idx,1) = sum(temp); 





% For bin size = Scott choice using Shapiro 
% 
transpose_S_scott = data_shape_shapiro_scott'; 
for idx 2 : size(transpose_S_scott,2) + 1; 
input_shape_shapiro_scott(:,idx) transpose_S_scott(:,idx-1); 
end 
input_shape_shapiro_scott(:,1) = 1; 
for idx = l:vessel_num 
input_shape_shapiro_scott(idx,6) = ... 
input_shape_shapiro_scott (idx,2) * input_shape_shapiro_scott(idx,5) 
input_shape_shapiro_scott(idx,7) = ... 
input_shape_shapiro_scott(idx,3) * input_shape_shapiro_scott(idx,5) 
input_shape_shapiro_scott(idx, 8) = ... 
input_shape_shapiro_scott(idx,4) * input_shape_shapiro_scott(idx,5) 
end 
MLR_shapiro_scott = regress(burst_pressure,input_shape_shapiro_scott); 
for idx = l:vessel_num 
for idx2 1:para_shape_shapiro_scott 
temp(idx2,1)= input_shape_shapiro_scott(idx, idx2) *... 
MLR_shapiro_scott(idx2,1); 
end 
Predict_shapiro_scott(idx,1) = sum(temp); 




% For bin size = Amplitude range using Shapiro 
% 
transpose_S_amprng = data_shape_shapiro_amprng'; 
for idx 2 . size(transpose_S_amprng,2) + 1; 
input_shape_shapiro_amprng(:,idx) = transpose_S_amprng(:,idx-1); 
end 
input_shape_shapiro_amprng(:,1) = 1; 
for idx = l:vessel_num 
input_shape_shapiro_amprng(idx, 6) 
F41 
input_shape_shapiro_amprng(idx,2) * . . 
mput_shape_shapiro_amprng (idx, 5) ; 
mput_shape_shapiro_amprng(idx,7) = . . . 
mput_shape_shapiro_amprng(idx, 3) * 
input_shape_shapiro_amprng(idx, 4) ; 
input_shape_shapiro_amprng(idx,8) = . . . 
mput_shape_shapiro_amprng (idx, 3) * . . . 
input_shape_shapiro_amprng(idx, 5) ; 
end 
MLR_shapiro_amprng = regress(burst_pressure,input_shape_shapiro_amprng); 
for idx = l:vessel_num 
for idx2 = 1:para_shape_shapiro_amprng 
temp(idx2,1)= input_shape_shapiro_amprng(idx, idx2) * MLR_shapiro_amprng(idx2,1); 
end 
Predict_shapiro_amprng (idx, 1) sum (temp) ; 




% For bin size = Square root choice using Mage 
% 
transpose_M_sqrt = data_shape_mage_sqrt'; 
for idx = 2 size(transpose_M_sqrt,2) + 1; 
input_shape_mage_sqrt(:,idx) = transpose_M_sqrt(:,idx-1); 
end 
input_shape_mage_sqrt(:,1) 1; 
for idx = l:vessel_num 
input_shape_mage_sqrt(idx,6) = 
mput_shape_mage_sqrt(idx,2) * input_shape_mage_sqrt(idx,4); 
mput_shape_mage_sqrt (idx, 7) = ... 
input_shape_mage_sqrt(idx,3) * input_shape_mage_sqrt(idx,4); 
input_shape_mage_sqrt(idx,8) = ... 
input_shape_mage_sqrt(idx,3) * input_shape_mage_sqrt(idx,5); 
end 
MLR_mage_sqrt = regress(burst_pressure,input_shape_mage_sqrt); 
for idx = l:vessel_num 
for idx2 = 1:para_shape_mage_sqrt 
temp(idx2,1)= mput_shape_mage_sqrt(idx,idx2) * MLR_mage_sqrt(idx2,1); 
end 
Predict_mage_sqrt(idx,1) = sum(temp); 






% For bin size = Scott choice using Mage 
% 
transpose_M_scott = data_shape_mage_scott'; 
for idx = 2 : size(transpose_M_scott,2) + 1; 
input_shape_mage_scott(:,idx) = transpose_M_scott(:,idx-1); 
end 
input_shape_mage_scott(:,1) = 1; 
for idx = l:vessel_num 
mput_shape_mage_scott (idx, 6) = . . . 
input_shape_mage_scott(idx,2) * input_shape_mage_scott( idx,4); 
input_shape_mage_scott(idx,7) = . . . 
mput_shape_mage_scott(idx,3) * input_shape_mage_scott(idx,4); 
input_shape_mage_scott(idx,8) = ... 
input_shape_mage_scott(idx,3) * input_shape_mage_scott(idx,5); 
end 
MLR_mage_scott = regress(burst_pressure,input_shape_mage_scott); 
for idx = l:vessel_num 
for idx2 1:para_shape_mage_scott 
temp(idx2,1)= input_shape_mage_scott(idx,idx2) * MLR_mage_scott(idx2,1); 
end 
Predict_mage_scott(idx,1) = sum(temp); 
Predict_mage_scott(idx,2) = ((Predict_mage_scott(idx, 1) - ... 
burst_pressure(idx,1))/burst_pressure(idx, 1) ) *100; 
end 
clear temp, 
% For bin size = Amplitude range using Mage 
% 
transpose_M_amprng = data_shape_mage_amprng'; 
for idx = 2 : size(transpose_M_amprng,2) + 1; 
input_shape_mage_amprng(:,idx) = transpose_M_amprng(:,idx-1); 
end 
mput_shape_mage_amprng(:,1) 1; 
for idx = 1: vessel__num 
mput_shape_mage_amprng (idx, 6) = . 
mput_shape_mage_amprng (idx, 2) 
input_shape_mage_amprng(idx, 7) = . 
input_shape_mage_amprng(idx, 3) 
input_shape_mage_amprng(idx, 8) 
mput_shape_mage_amprng (idx, 4) 
* input_shape_mage_amprng(idx,3) 




MLR_mage_amprng = regress(burst_pressure,input_shape_mage_amprng); 
for idx = 1:vessel num 
for idx2 = 1:para_shape_mage_amprng 
temp(idx2,1)= input_shape_mage_amprng(idx,idx2) * MLR_mage_amprng(idx2,1); 
end 
Predict_mage_amprng(idx,1) = sum(temp); 
Predict_mage_amprng(idx,2) = ((Predict_mage_amprng(idx,1) ... 
burst_pressure(idx,1))/burst_pressure(idx,1))*100; 
end 
clear temp; 
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